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The University Campus
Present and Future
HE BUILDINGS and campus of a University are no less a part of the University
than are its professors and its students. The
buildings seem actually to partake of the
general spirit of the whole. and. to some
extent, impart this spirit to the succeeding
generations of undergraduates.
Remove
Harvard University to a New York skyscraper, and would you still have the old Harvard? The University of
New Mexico is still young, indeed, a "University" has hardly yet been
born. Tradition has not yet been crystalized into custom, the balance
wheel to a student body. But some day the University will develop a
steadfast character, one which will influence its students as its students
now influence it, one which will be manifested, to some extent, at least.
in its buildings and campus. And as we are building each academic
department now with a view to its great and perhaps distant whole, so
we are building its home with that same view, that it shall reflect
accurately, and be the perfect medium of. University life.
The general plan of the future campus has been determined upon,
and already we are building along the lines indicated therein. It is of
this general plan that we propose to give a definite idea.
The campus is to be in the shape of a rectangle, its longer aXIs
extending north and south. The main entrance to the grounds will be
situated on the south side of the rectangle, opening upon Railroad
Avenue. The main avenue will lie along the longer axis, and will be
divided in the center of the rectangle, passing to either side of the

Library and Auditorium, which will be located in the exact center of
the campus. Two smaller avenues will run on either side of, and
parallel to, the main avenue, connecting with it by streets running to
the right and left from the main entrance.
On either side of the main avenue will be placed the men's and
women's dormitories, and on all the avenues will be located the several
departmental buildings which will be added from time to time as the
University expands.
The Gymnasium, Track and Athletic Field
will be located on the east side of the main avenue and north of the
Library and Auditorium building. The present Administration Hall
and Science Hall are at the left of the main entrance, while the present
men's dormitory is located on the northeast corner and the women's on
the southeast of the completed dormitory building.
There is nothing strikingly unique in this arrangement of the
buildings. It is. however, in the general style of architecture adopted.
in which the remarkable fitness of the same to its surroundings is
most conspicuous.
The problem to be confronted in the selection of a style of architecture for the University buildings was two-fold: First, the present
buildings must be utilized, if possible. Second, the style must be
pleasing, and must not in any way impair the utility of the buildings,
at the same time harmonizing perfectly with a New Mexico environment. Obviously. a style which is appropriate in the east where the
site is usually level and there is abundance of vegetation, does not
fulfill this last condition. The setting of the University is the sandy
mesa with its sage brush and cactus, the Sandias in the distance, and
the cloudless sky overhead. All these conditions were exceedingly
difficult to fulfill in one style of architecture, but the one which nearest
approaches the ideal, in this case, and the one which was finally
selected on the recommendation of President Tight, is the Pueblo.

The following is a short description of the Pueblo style which will
be helpful in distinguishing it and in giving a definite and correct
conception of the future University as to its buildings and campus.
Most of the pueblos of the present time are not of true pueblo
descent; they show traces of Spanish influence. and on this account
are of a somewhat degenerate type. The style chosen for the University, however, was modeled closely from one of those pueblos
which are believed to be primitive. The one chosen for the purpose is
Syotka. and all the pueblos of the University are to be patterned
a fter this one.
The ancient pueblo. although greatly at variance with prevalent
ideas in regard to architectural design, was nevertheless exceptionally
well adapted to the needs of its inmates. The Pueblo Indians. unlike
most others. did not wander from place to place, but set up permanent
dwelling places and instituted a certain crude form of government.
These dwellings or pueblos were, of course, subject to attack from
other Indians. and so the pueblo was designed to fulfill the double
purpose of a fortress and a town. Their houses were clustered into
roughly rectangular blocks, often forming one immense communal
house. The court was a feature of this architecture, and about it the
pueblo was built. The outer wall was always the highest, and the
rooms within were built at successively lower levels until the court-way
was reached. This resulted in giving the appearance of several terraces
on the inner side of the pueblo. But it must not be understood that
these were at all regular; some parts of a terrace were at higher or
lower levels than others. This. of course. was brought about by the
fact that the whole pueblo was not built at one time, but portions
were added as necessity arose.
In the ancient pueblos the lower story was without ground en-'
trances, being provided with ladders by which the roof could be
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gained.' and then the interior through scuttles in the roof.

The modern

pueblo. however. the danger of attack being absent. has both doors
and windows on the ground floor. and although ladders are still a
feature of the architecture. there are also single staircases. and. at
times. double ones. The upper rooms have numerous doors and characteristic small cross-paneled windows.
Every pueblo was divided into many very small rooms; only a
few of each were occupied by the many households constituting one
pueblo. There were always a kitchen. a store room. an eating room.
and a living room. The village was divided into wards of the same
number as the tribal division. and each division into sections equal in
number to the clans in each of the tribal divisions. The women lived
in these sections and the men in chambers especially constructed for
them. These were partly underground and each tribal division possessed one. These chambers were the scene of their counsels. their
labor in making weapons of war. and weaving at the loom. for. strange
as it may seem. the men were the weavers and the spinners. An important feature of almost every pueblo was the khiva or underground
secret chamber for the use of the various ceremonial societies.
To gain a clear idea of pueblo architecture it must be kept in
mind that the communal village was entirely dependent upon. and
governed by the immediate needs of. its inmates. As the families
increased in number during the succeeding generations. room after
room was added without regard to level or symmetry. but with reference
to the convenience of the users.
Such was the pueblo style of architecture in general. In detail it
was distinct .and unique. differing widely from the Spanish or Mission
architecture with which it is often confused.

The latter style is a

much later development in the evolution of architecture. Its distinguishing characteristics are the low. graceful arch and extensive

porches. entirely enclosed by a senes of arches. Arches are u~ed entirely over doors and windows. N ow this is diametrically opposed to
pueblo architectural detail. The plain straight lintel was used exclusively in doors. windows. and porches. The roofs were flat. and
the beams which supported them were left exposed in the ceilings of
the rooms. thus giving a massive and substantial appearance. Pueblo
architecture could with much truth be said to approximate closely the
early Egyptian style. and. were we to give it a technical name. we
would call it the primitive architectural style.
The pueblo was eminently practical. The lintel was used because
the tree trunk was at hand. as were the pillars. The open vestibule
served as a protection from storm; the idea of a roof garden. or playground. was early conceived. so that roofs were built flat; and. as a
measure of safety for the children. the high parapet was introduced
and remained a feature of the style. It was the custom to extend
one wall beyond its intersection at the corner to serve as a windbreak.
The exterior decoration on all pueblos was exceedingly primitive
and rare. In fact. the keynote of pueblo life was simplicity. The
circle or scroll of any description were never used. but all decorative
effects were produced with the straight line. The figures most in
evidence were the parallelogram. the triangle. and the rectangle. and
the saw tooth pattern marks the culmination of pueblo art.
There can be little doubt that the style of such a description is
well fitted to the needs of the University. The style is pleasing. and
for University purposes. a better one could scarcely be found. The
pueblo is built upon the unit sy-stem. and for this reason is admirably
adapted to the needs of a growing institution such as ours. The unit
is one room. which can be added at any time. (and almost at any
place) without giving the effect of an unfinished building. and. since
all the rooms are not necessarily one the same level. stories of different
heights can be added. and at the same lime the broken skyline will
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give a pleasing effect. As to the fitness of such a style to New
Mexico landscape, there can be little question. The pueblo is a product of New Mexico, while a Grecian structure would always remain
such, an importation, and for that reason, unnatural and artificial.
The present buildings, too, can be utilized. Administration Hall and
Science Hall are to be remodeled and will soon take their places
in the general scheme. The two new dormitories erected during the
year 1906 are types of all buildings which are to be constructed later.
Already they have met with hearty approval, as their appearance and
usefulness demand, and announce the coming of our greater University, the University of New Mexico.
The new dormitories, two in number, upon our campus prove con,elusively the fitness and adaptability of the Pueblo style to our needs.
The buildings in their completed form present a striking appearance.
The Women's Dormitory, which faces toward the west, is located on
the east side of the quadrangle of which the present recitation halls,
Administration and Science Halls, form the southeast corner. It is of
the Pueblo style of architecture, the nature and advantages of which
appear elsewhere in this issue. It is of two stories and consists of twelve
suites of rooms, besides bath-room and parlor. 'fo
Each of these suites contains three rooms: one study room 14x 14
feet, and two sleeping rooms opening on either side of the study
room. The two halls, one on each floor, run the full length of the
building, and into these each study room opens.
A distinctive and pleasing feature is the porches, which are eight
feet deep and extend the length of the building.
The inside finishing, as well as the outside, is of course in keeping
with the general style of Indian architecture. The porch pillars and
railings are all of roughly finished logs, and to add to this primitive
-Ed. Note.-The following is taken from the U. X. M. Weekly.

effect, the ceilings expose the rafters. The inside ceilings also expose
the rafters. In keeping with the rest. all the inside finishing is plain
and is stained a natural oak. The furniture is likewise plain and is
stained the same color.
The furniture of a single suite of rooms consists of two tables. two
straight and two rocking chairs. and two book cases in the study room.
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and of an iron bed, a chair. and a dresser and washstand combined
in each sleeping room. Each bed-room. moreover, is fitted with a
closet of ample dimensions.
The walls are left entirely bare of decoration. paper or otherwise.
This is done in order that the walls may be decorated some time in the

future with Indian pictures. This has alreadY' taken its beginning, however, in the parlor of the Women's Dormitory, in which a border, so to
speak. has been made of Indian drawings. These are, so far as is
possible, exactly like their originals. They are not patterned after the
degenerate specimens which are produced today, but are copied after
those designs made when Indian art had reached its highest development.
This method of decoration is not only unique and in perfect harmony with the rest of the buildings. but will also serve to preserve. to
some extent, ancient Indian art. Each picture is a symbol-is a story
in itself, in fact. of Indian life. The whole Indian civilization can be
traced in a series of their drawings. You may often find a record of
their wars. hunts. religions, etc.• in a single panel. On the outside of
the Women's Dormitory will be painted Hokona. and on the Men's.
Kwataka, both of which are pictures of Indian origin. and from which
the two buildings are named.
The parlor of the Girls' Dormitory will be decorated very fittingly.
The chandelier is shaped like an Indian swastika. from each point of
which electric lights are suspended. The andirons for the fireplace are
gigantic swastika pins.
The students are taking up with this idea of decoration with enthusiasm. With Indian blankets on the floor, Indian pictures on the
walls, curtains decorated with Indian symbols. the impression is conveyed of a real pueblo with due allowance, of course. for Anglo-Saxon
inhabitants.
When in pursuit of the Pueblo plan. style clashed with convenience and comfort. the former always gave way to the latter. And so.
while electric light. steam heat. and other similar advantages are not
characteristic, to say the least. of an Indian pueblo. yet they more than
compensate for their intrusion by their usefulness and convenience.
A peculiar detail of the structure of the buildings is the roof. This

consists of the rafters upon which sheeting is laid, then upon this there is
a layer of paper, and then two inches of adobe. Upon this is another
set of rafters, sheeting, and finally granitite paper. The special advantage secured from this roof is insulation. It makes the rooms cool
in summer and warm in winter.
There is one feature which certainly advertises ew Mexico as the
"Sunshine Land." We refer to the solar heating system. The tank
and heater proper are located on the roof of each building, and are
connected with the bath rooms. The tank containing the water, in order
to adhere to the Indian style, is covered with a mound-shaped roof of
cement, like the rest of the building, producing the effect of a Pueblo
oven. It must not be supposed, however, that the dormitories must
depend solely on the solar hearters for their hot water. The water
can also be heated by steam. These two systems supplement each
other perfectly. When it is hot enough outside to render steam heat
unnecessary, the sun will be strong enough to heat the water. But if the
sun is not hot enough to heat the water, then, as steam would be necessary to heat the rooms anyway under such conditions, it can be used to
heat the water also. This system easily solves our hot water problem
and at the same time saves the University much expense and trouble.
The Men's Dormitory is practically the same as the women's in all
essentials, excepting there are no halls, each room opening onto the
porch, and that the sleeping rooms open on the same side of the study
room instead of on opposite sides.
The Men's Dormitory is located on the northeast corner of the
quadrangle and consequently is built in the form of a right angle.
The general effect produced by these buildings cannot be conveyed
in writing. They must be seen to be appreciated properly. And since
they mark a new departure from established architectural principles, and
are examples of what the style of all the future buildings of the University will be, we advise everyone to see our new dormitories in
person if possible.

Scholarships
1902
Dr. ]. A. Henry Scholarship Prize
LILLIAN G. HUGGETT

1903
Dr. ]. A. Henry Scholarship Prize
GUSTAVE A.

MAGNUSSON

Dr. W. G. Hope History Prize
WILFRED H. WORTH, FIRST PRIZE
KIRK BRYAN, SECOND PRIZE

1904
Dr. ]. A. Henry Scholarship Prize
LILLIAN G. HUGGETT
Dr. W. G. Hope History Prize
Divided between FRANK ALVORD and CLARENCE E. HEALD

School of Music Scholarship
ZOLA BLACK

1905
Dr. ]. A. Henry Scholarship Prize
TILLIE ALLEN

Dr. W. G. Hope History Prize
TILLIE ALLEN

Dr. E. M. Wilson Scholarship
Divided between KATE CUNNINGHAM and MARIA ESPINOSA

Cecil Rhodes Scholarship
THOMAS SIDNEY BELL

1906
Dr. ]. A. Henry Scholarship Prize
. EDMUND Ross
Dr. W. C. Hope Hislory Prize
FLEDA SMITH

Dr. E. M. Wilson Scholarship
No AWARD

Officers
Isobel O. Niven,
Kate Cunningham,
Rose Harsch

President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer

Colors
Purple and Gold.

Motto
"Plus Ultra."

Yell
Ricka Racka, Ricka Racka. Ricka Racka. Well!
Naughty Seven. Naughty Seven. N augh~y Seven's Yell;
The Only Ones. The Only Ones. The Only Ones Alivin',
The Jolly Class. The Bully Class. The Class of Naughty Seven I

Class Adviser
Prof. C. E. Hodgin.

Class Roll
Isobel O. Niven; College Literary; Entered '04 from San Diego,
California. High School; Class President '06-'0~; Assistant Editor

College
Class

1907

KATHI<:;RI:-\E C. CtJN~I:-\GHAM
ROSE M. HARSCH
TROBF:L O. :\,TVE.K

vrDA PI)J)JEY
:\'ASH
A)JITA M. JASPER
~ELLIE

Mirage '06-'07; Vice-President Dramatic Club '06-'07; First Prize
Oratorical Contest '06; Declamatory Contest '06; Vice-President Athletic Association '05-'06; 'Varsity Basketball, Center, 'OS, '06.
Rose M. Harsch; College Scientific; Entered '03 from Albuquerque, New Mexico, High School; Commercial '04; Secretary and
Treasurer Senior Class '06-'07; Local Editor U. N. M. Weekly
'05-'06; '06·'07; 'Varsity Basketball '03·'04; Estrella Literary
Society.
Katherine C. Cunningham; College Scientific; Entered '00 from
Gallup, New Mexico, High School; University Normal and Commercial Courses '04; 'Varsity Basketball '02, '03, '04, 'OS, Captain.
'03, '04; Sigma Sigma.
Vida Pinney; Normal; Entered '06 from Albuquerque, New
Mexico, High School; Estrella Literary Society.
Lola Stowell; Normal; entered '06 from Albuquerque, New Mexico High School.
Nellie Nash; Normal; Entered '06 from Raton, New Mexico,
High School.
Anita M. Jasper; Normal; Entered '04 from Tillatson College,
Austin, Texas.
Margaret Keleher; Theta Kappa Delta; Normal; Entered '05
from Albuquerque, New Mexico, High School; University Preparatory '06; Dramatic Club '06-'07; Estrella Literary Society.
Olive Zeiner; Normal; Entered '06 from Lake Odessa, Michigan,
High School.

Officers
Fleda E. Smith
]. Ralph Tascher
Belle Franklin
Ruth Goss

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

Colors
Dark Blue and Alice Blue.

Motto
Fortiter. Fideliter. F eliciter.

Yell
Well I; Well I; Well I wonder,
What's the class that won't go under?
It's a cinch. as sure as fate.
'Tis the class of naughty eight.

Class Advisers
Prof. M. F. Angell, College.
Prof. ]. W. Weinzirl, Preparatory.

Class Roll
Fleda E. Smith.-"A bright frank brow that has not learned to
blush at gaze of man."
]. Ralph Tascher.-"And when a lady's in the case,
You know all other things give place."
Beatrice Murphy.-"Let us go hand in hand."
Allan F. Keller.-"From the crown of his head to the sole of his
feet he is all mirth."
Stella De Tullio.-"Marriage is a desperate thing."
Ruth Goss.-"So careful of the type she seems,
So careless of the single life."
Laurence Selva.-"The deed that I intend is great,
But what, as yet I know: not."
IS

Gladys McLaughlin.-"Lovo sought is good, but love unsought
better."
Lucy Edie.-"Wearing her Norman's cap."
Belle Franklin.-"He is a fool who thinks by force or skill,
To change the current of this maiden's will."
Charles Lembke.-"Cheek flushing white and softened red."

May O",ens.-"A daughter of the Gods, divinely tall and most
divinely fair."
Imelda Espinosa.-"Better late than never."
Fred Forbes.-"A gentleman that loves to hear himself talk."
Elsie Sackett.-"As merry as the day is long."

Officers
Lillian Spitz, General Manager.

Motto
God Save Irelanq.

Class Adviser
Miss E. H. Hickey.

Class Roll

.·to"

Hugh M. Bryan.
. Edmund Ross.
Kirk Bryan.
Lillian Spitz.
Albert H. Clallcy.

Officers
W It R Allen•........ :
a er .
. .
Edith Walker
'
Frank C. Light
,
, . ,'

',

President
Vi~e'-President
..
.
: : : .. Secretary and Treasurer

Motto

.

?

Colors
Black and White.

Flower
Black Rose.

Game
Football.

Yell
Hey Rube! Here we are again!
Varsity Freshmen! Nineteen Ten!
We are rough!
Weare tough!
We are FRESHMEN. that's enough!

Class Roll
Walter R. Allen.
R. A. Baldwin.
Gilbert E. Bronson.
Grover C. Emmons.
S. S. Gonzales.
Clarence E. Heald.
Jean E. Hubbs.
Frank C. Light.
Estella Luthy.

Josephine G. Mordy.
Jessie L. Mordy.
Vera M. Nash.
J. Frank Peavy.
Clarence E. Rogers.
J. J. Saulsberry,
Lloyd Sturges.
Edith Walker.
William B. Wroth.

Class Adviser
R. F. Asplund.

We Can't Forget
That the Freshmen r.hallenged
and defeated the 'Varsity football
team.
That of the 'Varsity eleven, six
were Freshmen.
That the Freshmen have the
best Faculty Guardeen on the list.
That a Freshman won the Intercollegiate Oratorical Contest.
That the Freshmen are Interclass Debating Champions.
That the Freshmen include
more members of both Weekly and
Mirage staffs than does any other
class.
That the same may be said of
the cast of the Annual Play, and
Dramatics in general.
That they can't grease the Hag
pole enough to keep the Freshmen
down.
That there is no butting in on
Freshman Spreads.
That we are the people.

./l

I

I

Fourth Year Preparatory
Officers
William McMillen,
Dolores Huning,
Clarence Worth,

President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer

Colors
Purple and Gold.

Motto
.. Plus Ultra."

Class Adviser
Prof. A. M. Espinosa.

Class Roll
Bernard Harry Crawford" A. A. A., Commercial; Entered from
Albuquerque, New Mexico, High School '03; 'Varsity Football '03,
'04, '05, '06; Captain '06.
Edith Harrison; Preparatory Classical; Entered '06 from Portage,
Wisconsin, High School.
Lulu Palmer; Commercial; Entered ',04 from Albuquerque, New
Mexico, High School.
Marian Franklin; Commercial; Entered '05 from Albuquerque,
New Mexico, High School; President's Stenographer, '06-'07.
Elwood Mills Albright; Preparatory Classical; Entered '05 from
Albuquerque, New Mexico, High School; Editor of U. N. M.,
Weekly '06-'07; Assistant Editor "Mirage" '06-'07; President Dramatic Club '06-'07; Annual Play '06-'07; Declamatory Contest '06;
Second Prize in Annual Oratorical Contest '06; Preliminary Inter-
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Scholastic Oratorical Contest '06; 'Varsity Football '05-'06; Khiva;
Freshman-Senior Debate '06.
Mathilde Florence Allen; Preparatory Classical; Entered '04 from
Wichita, Kansas, High School; Dr. ]. A. Henry Scholarship Prize
'OS; Dr. W. G. Hope History Prize 'OS; University School of Music
Scholarship Prize 'OS; Assistant Editor "Mirage" '06; U. N. M.
Weekly '05-'06; '06-'07; Preliminary Inter-Scholastic Oratorical Contest '06-'07; Estrella Literary Society.
Kenneth C. Heald; Preparatory Classical; Entered '03; Declamatory Contest '06, '07; Dramatic Club '06-'07; Annual Play 'OS, '06,
'07; 'Varsity Football '03, '04, 'OS, '06; 'Varsity Basketball 'OS, '06,
'07; Captain '06; 'Varsity Baseball 'OS, '06, '07; 'Varsity Track
Team '04, '05, '06, '07; Khiva; President Junior Class '05-'06:
Treasurer Athletic Association '06-'07; Student Member Board of
Control '07:08.
Dolores Frances Huning; Theta Kappa Delta; Preparatory Classical; Entered '05 from Albuquerque, New Mexico, High School;
Dramatic Board; Vice-President Athletic Association '06-'07; Estrella
Literary Society President '06-'07.
Clarence E. Worth;
Chicago, IlIinois, Public
Class '05-'06; U. N. M.
letic Association '05-'06;
Khiva; "Mirage" '07.

Preparatory Scientific; Entered '02 from
Schools; Secretary and Treasurer Junior
Weekly '05-'06; '06-'07; Secretary Ath'06-'07; Freshman-Senior Debate '06;

Robert Holliday; Preparatory Classical; Entered '06 from Centary Academy, Missouri.
Lillian Hesselden; Theta Kappa Delta; Preparatory Classical;
Entered '06 from Albuquerque, New Mexico, High School.
Eugenia Keleher; Theta Kappa Delta; Preparatory; Entered '06
from Albuquerque, New Mexico, High School; Dramatic Club.

Yola Black; Preparatory Classical; Entered '06 from Albuquerque, New Mexico. High School; University School of Music Scholarship '04.
F ranees Ellsworth; Preparatory Classical; Entered '06 from AIbuquerque,_ New Mexico. High School.
Lawrence Lee, A. A, A.; Preparatory Classical; Entered '06 from
Albuquerque, New Mexico, High School; Vice-President Khiva '06'07; Manager Girls' Basketball Team '06-'07; Freshman-Senior Debate '06.
Will McMillen; Preparatory; Entered '06 from Albuquerque,
New Mexico. High School; 'Varsity Basketball '07; Khiva '06-'07.
John Wagner; Preparatory Classical; Entered '06 from Albuquerque, New Mexico, High School; Khiva Literary Society '06-'07.

Officers
Eileen McMillen•................................ President
Ida Hart•...................................... Secretary

Colors
Yellow and Blue.

Yell
Ka rick. ka rack.
Lajitama tack.
Ka rickety racket.
Kella ka rine.
Ka rick. ka rine.
Lajitama tine.
Sophomores. Sophomores.
Nineteen Nine.

Class Roll
Eugene Emmons.
John Emmons.
Earl Giegolt.
Clyde Kelley.
Hugh Floyd.
Gillette Cornish,
Gordon Duncan,

Janet Brison.
Ida Hart,
Susie Phillips.
Hilda Snoeberger,
Theta Jones,
Gertrude Espinosa,
Eileen McMillen.

Class Adviser
Prof. D. M. Richards.

Officers
Ira Boldt,
Lyle Abbott,
Josie Clements,

President
Vice-President and Secretary
Treasurer

Colors
Orange and Black.

Motto
"Well begun is half done."

Yell
What's the matter with I91 0 ~
Freshmen now; seniors then!
Yell for 'em, cheer for 'em-1910!

Flower
Sunflower.

Class Roll
H. Coss,
P. Menaul,
W. Galles.
N. Mayo,
L. Abbott,
A. McCollum,
Wm. Schutt.
I. Boldt,

Erna Schroeder.
Katherine Grimmer,
losie Clements,
Hattie Notley,
Nina Ament.
Phoebe Dickinson,
Frank lones,
K. Stacy.

Class Adviser
Prof.

J.

S. Parsons.

Officers
Dolores Huning•................................. President
Lillian Hesselden•............................ Vice-President
Mathilda Allen•................................. Secretary
Gladys McLaughlin•.............................. Treasurer
Fleda Smith
Sergeant-at-Arms

Motto
"Una luz alta y brillante."

Colors
Dark Blue and Gold.

Yell
U-Rah-Rahl
Sky-U-Ah!
U-N-M
U-N-M
Es-trel-la!

Officers
Elwood M. Albright•............................. President
John Wagner,
Secretary
Edmund Ross,
Treasurer
The activities of the Khiva Literary Society during the year 190607 have been many and exceedingly varied. As a literary society it
has done its work well. At each one of its fortnightly meetings its
program has been excellent, not only from a literary standpoint, but also
from a scholastic point of view. The subjects presented in these programs have been taken from a very wide field of investigation, and
embrace all, or at least, most of the subjects of surpassing interest to
college students. Those subjects concerning Universities and University life directly., and the University of New Mexico particularly,
have naturally demanded and received especial attention. The manner in which such subjects have been handled is especially gratifying,
and Khiva debates and discussions are fast becoming, and have indeed
already acquired the reputation of being, the most spicy, interesting,
and instructive to be heard at the University.

It is a significant fact that

all those prominent in debating circles at the University are members of
the Khiva. Oratory has received as much, if not more, attention, and
judging from the past, we may confidently expect that our next
'Varsity and Territorial Oratorical Champions will be recruited from
the ranks of the Khiva.
During the first semester the society presented "Snobson's Stag
Party," a comedy in three acts.

Like everything else the Society has

undertaken. it proved to be a great success. both financial and literary.
A plan was adopted during the last of the first semester which.
we believe. increased the influence and effectiveness of the society
fourfold.
It was this : For the ensuing semester the the Society
resolved itself into a Territorial Constitutional Convention. organizing
and forming to adopt a constitution for the new state of New Mexico.
Actual practice and precedent were followed as closely as possible in
the proceedings. Delegates were appointed to represent the various
districts of the Territory; factions were gradually and naturally
formed; leaders developed. and. in short. the whole working of such
an organization fully exemplified.
In addition to the unsurpassed
facility for parliamentary practice, a deeper insight into the principles
of government and their practical application. a better understanding
of our commonwealth and the problems confronting us at the present
time and those to be solved in the future, were imparted to the members. By special arrangement. the meetings were addressed. on several
occasions. by prominent professional men of Albuquerque on topics
which came up in the discussion of the constitution.
Altogether the close of .the year 1906-07 marks. not the end.
but merely the beginning. of a period of indefinite length which, it cannot be doubted. will see the Khiva still advancing and keeping pace
with the development of the University as a whole.

The Dramatic Society
Organized 1906.

Officers
Elwood M. Albright,
Isobel O. Niven,
Frank C. Light,

President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer

Members of Board of Management
Dolores Huning,

Ida Hart.

F or a number of years it has been felt that the steadily increasing
interest in dramatic lines justified the organization of a society· for its
careful direction and successful expression and so the Dramatic Society
of the University of
ew Mexico was organized in the first semester
of this year.
That this society has done much for dramatics there is no room
for doubt and that it has fostered a healthy interest in this direction
among the students is a fact readily brought out upon investigation.
The Society owes a great deal to Prof. ]. H. Crum-more than
it can ever repay-and though the members have done much faithful
and good work during the year, without the active interest and cooperation of the professor of elocution and oratory it would have been
impossible to achieve the very encouraging results that have attended the
activities of this society during the year.
The society has given four plays since its organization, everyone
of which were decided successes, artistic and financial.
The Annual University Play has in the natural course of things
fallen to this society and the play offered this year will be "The Merry
Wives of Windsor." Truly this is an undertaking, but that the public

believes the production will be a good one, can be seen from the fact
that up to the time of writing, over one hundred and seventy-five patrons have been secured by the management.
The proceeds of all plays will be devoted to the collection of a
dramatic library and such other lines as may be in need of financial
support.
The plans of the society for next year have been partially completed and promise is given that the plays next year will be better than
those given during the first year of the existence of the Dramatic
Society.
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Officers
C. E. Rogers•................................... President
Walter R. Allen•............................. Vice-President
E. Ross•............................... Secretary-Treasurer
Founded 1906.
NE OF THE most reliable standards by which the
interested outsider may judge of the life and progressiveness of any school is a considp.ration of the
activities of the student body as evidenced in its
various organizations. The character and works of
any organization afford an accurate mirror of the
mettle of its constituents. and in the organization of its student body the
spirit of a school is reflected.
With the establishment this year of the Engineering Department
there has come a very important addition to the e 'isting student organi-

zations in the University and one which speaks well for its members-the
Engineers' Club. The new body. whose charter name is the University
of New Mexico Society of Engineers. dates its life from the eleventh of
October. 1906. Organization was formally perfected in February. by
the adoption of a constitution which outlines an excellent society having
for an object. supplementary development in work along the lines studied
In the Engineering Department of the University.
Membership is of three orders. active. honorary. and associate;
preparatory students contemplating an engineering course are eligible as
associates, only college Engineers being admitted to active membership.
Honorary membership is extended to instructors in the departments bearing on Engineering, and to friends of the institution who are familiar
with the work.
The Society meets regularly every three weeks, programs being divided between il1vited speakers and members of the body. The organization is a helpful one and promises to be one of the enduring societies
of the University.

Charter Members
W. R. Allen.
G. E ..Bronson,
C. E. Heald.
C. E. Rogers.

Ed. Ross.
]. ]. Saulsberry.
T. T. Skinner.
L. E. Sturges.
W. B. Wroth.
Prof. ]. N. Cadby, E. E.

ALPHA ALPHA ALPHA FRATERNITY, 1907

Alpha Alpha Alpha Fraternity
Active Members
]. Ralph T ascher.
Bernard H. Crawford.
Clarence E. Heald.
Kirk Bryan.
Walter R. Allen.

Grover C. Emmons.
Frank C. Light.
Errett Van Cleave.
Lawrence F. Lee.
Charles H. Lembke.

Fratres in Urbe
Thomas M. Danahy.

John A. Cannon.

Fratres ex Urbe
Walter R. Atkeson.
Lloyd Irwin.
J. Wilbert Sebben.
William H. Halloran.
F rank Alvord.

William Luse.
Thomas S. Bell.
Charles M. Horton.
Wales Smith.
Paul H. Decker.

Honorary Members
W. G. Tight.

R. F. Asplund.

Colors
Black and Red.

A
L
p
H
A
F

rho

Theta Kappa Delta
Local.
Established 1906.

Colors
Turquoise Blue and Silver.

Flower
Forget-me-not.

Sorores
Eileen McMillen.
Edith W.alker.
Dolores Huning.
Lillian Hesselden.
Janet Brison.

Estella Luthy.
Eugenia Keleher.
Margaret Keleher.
Gladys McLaughlin.
Jessie Mordy.
Lillian Spitz.

Soror in Urbe
Rosella Knowlton

Soror ex U rbe
Lisa Dieckmann.
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ATHLETICS

The Athletic Association of the
University of New Mexico
IIE~~E~;U MONG THE numerous departments of University

activity, and of all the things which promote a healthy
coliege spirit, maintain unity among the students and
reflect college life the truest, Athletics heads the list.
As an advertiser of the institution, athletics wields a
powerfuT influence, for through her athletes the name
of the university. is spread far and wide. This department may well
be called "The Index of the College."
Back of all .athletic enterprises of the University of New Mexico,
directing and controlling, is the Athletic Association. The beginning
of this Association dates back to 1891, only two years after the
founding of the institution itself. The general plan of the Association from its beginning has undergone no material changes; and with
the exception of one or two alterations, the original constitution is still
In force.
Every member of the University
association.

IS

a member of the Athletic

The officers of the Association are President, Vice-President.
Secretary and Treasurer. The immediate supervision of the work of
the Association, however, is vested in a body of five, known as the
Board of Control. This board is made up of three members of the
faculty and two members from the student body.. The tenure of office
is one year. The election occurs in February, and the power of
nominating and electing the executive officers and the members of the
Board of Control is entirely ill the hands of the student body.
The Board appoints the team managers, and has charge of the

finances of the Association. To its discretion is also left the power
of awarding the insignia when the candidates have fulfilled the necessary requirements.
The decisions of the Board of Control are final. To their wise
management of the Athletic Association in the past is largely due the
splendid reputation which the institution enjoys in this department
among its sister institutions of the Great Southwest.

Officers of the Athletic Association
J. Frank Peavy. Jr.• '10, ...........•............ President
Belle Franklin, '08•.......................... Vice-President
Charles Lembke. '08,
Secretary
William McMillen. '07,
Treasurer

Board of Control
F acuity Members:
Professor John N. Cadby.
Professor Rupert F. Asplund.
Professor D. J. Sisler.
Student Members:
Kenneth C. Heald. '07.
Edmund Ross. '09.

Base Ball
HE BASEBALL season of 1906 ended with New
Mexico's team the intercollegiate champions of the
territory, but such a championship! They might
well be cailed champions by acclamation, for match
games with other schools proved almost impossible
to secure. The team won a well-contested series
from the Albuquerque Indian School, beat the Albuquerque and EI
Paso High School teams. defeated several local organizations, and
made a good showing against the city's professionals. The utmost
efforts of the management, however, could not overcome the shyness of
the rest of our old-time rivals. so on the whole, the season was not all
we could wish it.
The records for the season show the best hitters to be Clancy and
Allen. Cornish, Alvord and Clancy excelled in fielding, and Alvord,
Clancy and Heald were the star base-runners.

The Team
K. C. Heald
Allen (Capt.)
Alvord

Danah~
Mayo,
Clancy,
Cornish,
H. Bryan, Ilfeld,
Ross

:

Catcher
Pitcher
First Base
2nd Base
3rd Base
Shortstop
Left Field
Center Field
Right Field

Intercollegiate Track Meet
u. N. M. vs. N. M. A. C.
MAY

4, 1906,

AT MESILLA PARK,

N.

M.

100 Yards Dash-Patterson. A. c.. first; Miller, A. c., second;
Allen, U. N. M., third. Time, 10 3-5 seconds.
12 Pound Shot-Redding. A. c., first; Kearney, A. c., second;
Heald. U. N. M., third. Distance. 40 feet 1 inch.
Running High Jump-Graham, A. c., first; Stoneking, A. c.. second; Redding, A. c.. third. Height. 5 feet 4 inches.
220 Yards Dash-Miller, A. C., first; Mata, A. c., second; Sullivan. A. c., third. Time. 23 2-5 seconds.
220 Yards Hurdles-Allen, U. N. M., first; Heald. U. N. M.,
second; Stoneking. A. c.. third. Time 28 4-5 seconds.
Pole Vault-Alvord, U. N. M., first; Alleman. A. c., second;
Elliot, A. c., third. Height, 9 feet 3 inches.
12 Pound Hammer-Redding, A. c.. first; Kearney, A. c., second;
Bouts, A. c., third. Distance. 123 feet 4 inches.
120 Yards Hurdles-E. Graham. A. c., first; Allen, U. N. M.,
second; A. Graham, A. c.. third. Time. 19 1-5 seconds.
Discus-Kearney. A. c., first; Redding, A. c.. second; /tllen, U.
N. M., third. Distance, 96 feet 9 inches.
440 Yards Run-Miller, A. c., first; Mata. A. c., second; Sullivan. A. c.. third. Time. 1 minute 1 1-5 seconds.
Running Broad ]ump--Bouts, A. c.. first; Alvord. U. N. M .. second; Graham, A. c.. third. Distance. 19 feet 9 inches.
880 Yards Run-Allen, U. N. M., first; Mata. R. c.. second;
Miller. A. c.. third. Time. 2 minutes I4 seconds.
Points Scored-U. N. M .. 27; N. M. A. c., 81.

Territorial Records in Track Athletics
Yards Dash-Pelfrey. A. c.; time. 10 2-5 seconds.
Yards Dash-Deemer. A. c.; time. 22 3-5 seconds.
Yards Run-Deemer. A. c.; time. 53 3-5 seconds.
Yards Run-Allen. U. N. M.; time. 2 minutes 20 1-2 seconds.
Yards Hurdles--C. E. Heald. U. N. M.; time. 18 seconds.
Yards Hurdles--Allen. U. N. M.; time. 27 3-5 seconds.
Running High Jump-E. Graham. A. c.; height. 5 feet 3 inches.
Running Broad Jump-Bouts. A. c.; distance, 19 feet 9 inches.
Pole Vault-Metcalf. A. c.; height, 10 feet.
Discus-Kearney, A. c.; distance 96 feet 9 inches.
12 Pound Shot-Redding. A. c.; distance 40 feet 10 1-2 inches.
12 Pound Hammer-Redding, A. c.; distance, 132 feet 10 1-2 in.

100
220
440
880
120
220

'Varsity Records in Track Athletics
100
220
440
880
120
220

Yards Dash-Allen, '10; time, 10 4-5 seconds.
Yards Dash-T ascher, '08; time, 23 3-5 seconds.
Yards Run-K. Heald, 'I 1; time, 54 2-5 seconds.
Yards Run-Allen, ' 10; time. 2 minutes 20 1-2 seconds.
Yards Hurdles-C. Heald, '10; time, 18 seconds.
Yards Hurdles-Allen, '10; time. 27 3-5 seconds.
Running High Jump-Alvord, '11 ; height, 5 feet 2 inches.
Running Broad Jump-Alvord, ' II ; distance, 19 feet 3 inches.
Pole Vault-Alvord, " 1 ; height, 9 feet 3 inches.
Discus--Allen. 'I 0; distance. I 00 feet 2 inches.
12 Pound Shot-K. Heald, 'I 1 ; distance, 38 feet.
12 Pound Hammer-Irwin, '09; distance. 121 feet.

Foot Ball
HE TEAM lost just one game. but that was the
game. For speed and for spirit it was unmatched
by any opponent. and we are proud of it.
Its
achievements are the more notable in that it played
the season absolutely without a coach.
The new rules proved much to our advantage.
especially in view of the team's very light weight. The 'Varsity's open
field playing. on side kicks. and forward passes far surpassed that of
any team they met.
Weighing the season's plays. we find the three best ground-gainers
to have been Allen around the end; K. Heald outside Peavy's tackle;
and Heald-to-Heald forward pass.
Of 11 touchdowns. C. Heald made 4. Gonzales 3. K. Heald 2,
Allen and Peavy each I.
Deserving special individual mention are Selva. our aggressive center. who surpassed every antagonist in every department of his play;
Peavy. our hard-hitting tackle. for his playing on offense and defense;
K. Heald. our sturdy left halfback. for his open-field running. his on-side
kicking. his beautiful forward passes. and his stone-wall defensive;
Allen. our swift right half. the fastest halfback in the territory. and
our best punter and kicker; T ascher. our heady quarterback. for his
field generalship and back-field tackling; C. Heald. our game little end.
never once blocked. fastest down the field and best handler of forward
passes in New Mexico; Captain Crawford. for his genius in successfully
leading the team through a season exceptionally hard.

/

Officers
Bernard H. Crawford,
Errett Van Cleave,

Captain
Manager

First Team 1906
Name.
Position.
Class. Age.
Lawrence Selva
Center
. '12 16
]. Frank Peavy, Jr
R. Tackle .. '10 20
Elwood M. Albright .. R. Tackle .. 'II
17
Joshua ]. Saulsberry .. L. Tackle. '10 21
Grover C. Emmons ... R. Guard .. '10 18
Bernard H. Crawford. L. Guard .. 'II 21
Clarence E. Heald
R. End . '10 21
Herbert Galles
L. End
. '14 16
'08 20
J. Ralph T ascher
Quarterback
'08 20
Charles H. Lembke
Quarterback
Walter R. Allen
R. Halfback '10 19
Kenneth C. Heald
L. Halfback 'II 19
Santiago S. Gonzales .. Fullback .. '10 21
Edmund Ross
Sub. Back. '09 18
Hugh Bryan
Sub. Back. '09 16
Eugene E. Emmons
Sub. Guard. '13 18

Height. Weight.
m. 145
5 ft. 8
5 ft. I 0Y2 in. 167
5 ft. 9
m. 153
6ft.
175
5 ft. 7 m. 135
5 ft. 10 m. 150
5 ft. 6
m.
121
5 ft. 6
m. 142
5 ft. 7Y2 in. 132
5 ft. 7 m. 131
5 ft. 7Y2 in. 154
5 ft. 10m. 162
5 ft. 6
m. 140
5 ft. 8Y2 in. 150
5 ft. 8
m. 138
5 ft. 10Y2 in. 130

Games Played During the Season 1906
All Played at Albuquerque.

First Team
VERSUS

Albuquerque Indi~ns, October 13; U. N. M. 28, Indians 5.
Socorro School of Mines, October 27; U. N. M. 5, Socorro O.
Santa Fe Indians, November 17; U. N. M. 22, Santa Fe O.
Agricultural College, November 29; U. N. M. 5, N. M. A. C. 20.
Total: U. N. M., 55; Opponents, 30.

Second Team
VERSUS

Menaul Mission School, October 17; U. N. M. 6. Menaul 6.
Menaul Mission School, November 17; U. N. M. 11. Menaul O.
Total: U. N. M .• Second Team. 17; Opponents. 6.

Third Team
VERSUS

Albuquerque High School, November 14-; U. N. M. 5. High
SchoolO.
Grand Total: U. N. M .• 82; Opponents. 36.

The Albuquerque Indian Game
New Mexico, 28; A. I. S., 5
The first game of the season was with the Albuquerque Indian
School, October 13. The advantage of weight was with the ·Varsity.
who soon showed a marked superiority over the Indians. but the latter
put up a game fight every minute of the game. A high wind blew
throughout the game. making punts uncertain.
'Varsity kicked off. and the Indians. after two short gains. fumbled
the ball. Then K. Heald hit the line for 5 yards. Galles made 4
around end. and Peavy went through for 9 yards and a touchdown.
The goal was missed.
Indians kicked off. Galles made 5 yards around end. then Ross
punted with the wind to a touchback.
Indians kicked out, and K. Heald returned 10 yards. Some short
gains were made. then on the first forward pass of the year. C. Heald
took the b~ll 35 yards for a touchdown. K. Heald kicked goal.
'Varsity kicked off. The Indians made 15 yards. then punted.
'Varsity made some gains. but fumbled. the Indians punting with the

wind to our 15-yard line. After a number of plays and an exchange
of punts, 'Varsity had the ball on our 20-yard line, when on an illjudged attempt to forward pass, John got the ball and sprinted across
the goal line. Denay failed at goal.
The half ended with the 'Varsity 20 yards from another touchdown.
The second half started with the Indians' kick-off, which K. Heald
carried back to the center of the field. Punts were exchanged, then
Peavy and Gonzales smashed the line for good gains, and K. Heald
punted. C. Heald getting the ball 6 inches from the Indians' goal line.
Gonzales took it across, and K. Heald kicked goal.
'Varsity· kicked off, and Denay made a return punt, which T ascher
caught and kicked back. John got the ball and sprinted 25 yards along
the side line, only to be stopped by T ascher. The Indians punted, then
the 'Varsity in steady gains by Selva, Galles, Peavy and Gonzales
made the fourth touchdown. The goal was missed.
The Indians kicked off, but soon, on an end-around-end play, C.
Heald made a spectacular sprint of 65 yards for a touchdown. with
two Indians at his heels every step of the way.
Several punts were now exchanged, then again the 'Varsity began to
carry the ball down the field, but the whistle blew when we were still
8 yards from the goal.
F or the 'Varsity, Gonzales did some splendid line-bucking, and
Galles ran the end I I times for an average gain of 6 yards. The
forward pass helped the team out of several tight places, and T ascher's
generalship ill the second half was extraordinarily good.

The Line-Up
New Mexico.
Indians.
Ross. Saulsberry
Center. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Toledo
Crawford (Capt.)
Left Guard. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Analla
G. Emmons. E. Emmons . Right Guard
John
Baldwin
Left Tackle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Damon
Albright
Right Tackle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Smith
H. Galles
Left End.. .. .. .. . .
T. Yazza
C. Heald. W. Galles. Cornish R. End
Raybe
Selva. T ascher
Quarterback. . . . . . . . . . . .. P. Yazza
K. Heald. H. Bryan. Selva . Left Half. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Denay
Peavy
Right Half. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Ashely
Gonzales
Fullback. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Francisco

The Freshman Game
Class 1910,5; 'Varsity, 0
When a single class has the temerity not only to challenge but to
defeat the football team drawn from the entire remainder of the school.
it is an affair worthy of remark. When this class is the Freshman. it is
an event of unusual note.
The game was a rather peculiar one. The Freshmen had not a
single good punter in their line-up. which imposed a most serious handicap. Both teams took the ball several times to within a few yards of the
opposing goal, only to lose the ball to the other side.
The Freshmen kicked off. 'Varsity advanced the ball to the
middle of the field, then lost it on a fumble. 1910 tried a punt,
which the 'Varsity blocked. K. Heald getting the ball. Then the
'Varsity began a steady advance. till a IO-yard straight buck bY' K.
Heald followed by a IS-yard end run by the same player, brought
them to the 3-yard line. In two downs they made no gain. when
they fumbled the ball and Selva. seizing it, ran the length of the field
for a touchdown. The goal was not made.

The 'Varsity kicked off. 1910 returned 15 yards then called a
punt, which was blocked. The 'Varsity was unable to gain and
exchanged punts with the Freshmen. Three fumbles in succession left
the Freshmen with the ball on the 40-yard line.
The second half started with 'Varsity kickoff. The Freshmen
had one punt blocked, but the second was successful. The 'Varsity
then took the ball to the 5-yard line, where they were held for downs,
Keller punting out of danger. The ball then changed hands several
times. when the Freshmen took a brace, and made several fine gains,
only to be held for downs on the 1O-yard line. K. Heald punted
out of danger, and Galles recovered the ball.
The 'Varsity in turn made steady gains, but on the 15-yard line
G. Emmons broke through their line, causing a fumble, and Saulsberry
got the ball-the third fumble he gathered in. After being blocked
once, Gonzales punted to the center of the field. The 'Varsity lost the
ball on downs, but Albright got it back, incidentally spoiling another
attempted punt.
Neither side was now able to make consistent gains, and the game
closed with 'Varsity in possession of the ball on the Freshman 25yard line.

The Line-Up
Class 191 0 .
Saulsberry
Skinner
G. Emmons
Rogers
Baldwin
Selva
W. Galles
Cornish
Gonzales
C. Heald
Keller

'Varsity.
Center. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. N oyer
Right Guard. . . . . . . . . . . .. Lawrence
Left Guard. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Crawford
Right Tackle. . . . . . . . . . . . .. Albright
Left Tackle. . . . . . . . . .. G. Emmons
Right End. . . . . . . . . . . .. H. Galles
Left End. . . . . . . .. H. Bryan, Reed
Quarterback
" T ascher
Right Half
" Peavy.
Left Half. . . . . . . . . . . .. K. Heald
Fullback. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Ross

The Socorro Game
New Mexico, 5; School of Mines, 0
Before this season New Mexico had never met the School of
Mines on the football field, but the reports from Socorro gave promise
that their team would prove a formidable opponent. The game was
of especial interest, too, in that it was to furnish a test of the muchdiscussed new rules. It was held in Albuquerque, on October 27.
In weight the teams were evenly enough matched, Socorro having a
few pounds advantage.
School of Mines received the bal1 on the first kick-off, but the first
two plays gained but three yards, and Kirchman punted the ball far
down the field. 'Varsity then made several gains, but preferred to
punt in turn. Socorro promptly sent back another punt, counting a
punting game to their advantage. Kirchman's punting was far superior to ours, but his superiority was offset by- the fine work of the
'Varsity ends, who almost invariably nailed the Socorro quarter in his
tracks. while their ends proved unable to do the trick with Lembke
and Allen.
It was soon plain that the 'Varsity had little to fear, for Socorro
made first down but three or four times, while our men seemed able
to gain consistently. It is only to be attributed to 'bad generalship, in
fact. that the score was not 20 to O. though Socorro's defense was
good. Kirchman and Schmidt made several especial1y fine tackles.
The most spectacular play of the first half was a forward pass to
Galles on a fake punt, C. Heald bowling over Kirchman just as he
was about to tackle the runner, and Galles going on for a forty-yard
gain. Three or four more plays brought our team to the twenty-yard
line and Allen tried a drop kick, which was narrowly missed. After
the kick-out two successive fumbles gave Socorro the ball 30 yards
from our goal. Kirchman tried to drop-kick, but Peavy, Selva and

K. Heald went through the opposing line like whirlwinds, blocking the
kick. This was the only time our goal was in danger.
The first half closed with New Mexico but ten yards from a
touchdown.
The second half Kirchman. by some spectacular punting, made a
touchback. but on the kick-out C. Heald recovered the ball. Then
New Mexico marched down the field. K. Heald and Allen tore
through Socorro's line, C. Heald made good gains on forward passes.
trick plays went like clockwork, and soon Gonzales carried the ball
across the line. Allen failed to kick goal. Another touchdown
was barely saved Socorro by the timekeeper's whistle.
Fo'r the School of Mines. Kirchman's work was admirable on
offense and defense and his punting fine. Schmidt. Hilton and Moore
also deserve mention. The ends. though good. failed to cope with
their own or the 'Varsity forward passes. while Galles and Heald
covered themselves with glory. In the line, Selva played rings around
Kibe. who outweighed him sixty pounds, and repeatedly stopped Socorro's plays for no gain. Our halves, K. Heald and Allen, also did
exceptionally fine work.

The Line-Up
New Mexico.
School of Mines.
Selva
Center. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kibe
G. Emmons
Right Guard. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Miller
Crawford (Capt.)
Left Guard
Utter
Albright
Right Tackle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Robins
Peavy
Left Tackle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Moore
C. E. Heald
Right End. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Hall
H. Galles
Left End. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Strand
Lembke
Quarterback. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Schmidt
Everhardt
Allen
Right Half
K. C. Heald, Ross
Left Half
Hilton (Capt.)
Gonzales . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fullback. . . . . . . . . . . . . " Kirchman

The Santa Fe Game
New Mexico, 22: S. F. I. S., 0
On November 17. at Albuquerque. occurred the game with the
Santa Fe Indians. It was a hard-fought contest. full of spectacular open
plays. with the ball repeatedly in the air. In weight the Indians were
slightly superior. and they showed a good knowledge of the new rules.
They especially used the on-side kick. having in Thomas a remarkably
quick and sure punter.
The Indians first kicked off. and 'Varsity at once punted. In two
downs Santa Fe made nothing. then on a fumble 'Varsity got ~e ball.
only to lose it on an attempted forward pass. The Indians were held
for downs. then a fine Heald-to-Heald forward pass brought the bleachers to their feet. C. Heald running 30 yards for a touchdown. with
splendid interference by Galles. K. Heald kicked goal.
The Indians again kicked off. 'Varsity carried the ball I 5 yards
and Allen punted. Several punts were exchanged. when suddenly a
most spectacular play occurred. Allen got the ball in the back field
on an on-side kick. and sprinted through a broken field 60 yards for a
touchdown. to the ecstatic joy of the rooters. He failed to kick goal.
The Indians kicked off. and two or three punts were exchanged.
Then Riss. behind splendid interference. got around our right
K. Heald
end for 25 yards. but the ball was lost on downs.
then sent off a long punt. but big Thomas shook off three
Riss. on two successive
tacklers and returned it 20 yards.
end runs made 15 yards. then on a fumble C. Heald dived in
among the Indian backs and got the ball. Allen punted. Moyar and
Thomas gained 9 yards. and Santa Fe punted. Bryan returning 20
yards. K. Heald kicked an on-side punt. and Galles got the ball.
Allen plunged through the line for I I yards. then tried a drop-kick.
which struck a goal post. making a touchback. On the kick-out. Selva's

fair catch was interfered with. and K. Heald tried a place kick. which
was unsuccessful. Indians kicked out. and time was called with the
ball in the middle of the field.
The second half began with 'Varsity kick-off. Allen sending the ball
to the 10-yard line. Santa Fe gained 5 yards, then K. Heald smashed
into their play, got the ball, and carried it across the line for a touchdown. He failed to kick goal.
The Indians kicked off. Allen returned 15 yards and punte,-!l.
'Varsity got the ball on downs and again punted. Thomas made a
splendid return of 25 yards. but Santa Fe fumbled and lost the ball on
the 5-yard line. Two bucks took it across, and Allen kicked goal.
When again they got the ball. New Mexico carried it to the 4-yard
line. where they fumbled. The Indians in four plays made 20 yards.
Then on an attempted end criss-cross. the Indian quarter by mistake
handed the ball to Gonzales, K. Heald got around end, and in a fine
broken field run, again carried the ball to the 4-yard line. Another
fumble then occurred, and the Indians punted. Time was called with
the ball once more on the 4-yard line.
For the Indians, Thomas and Riss did star work, the latter stopping
our end runs as no other end of the year could do.
For the ·Varsity. Selva and Peavy did notable work in the line,
C. Heald's running down under punts was a feature, while Allen and
K. Heald did some good ground-gaining.

The Line-Up
New Mexico--Selva, c.; Emmons, r. g.; Crawford (Capt.), I. g.;
Saulsberry. r. t.; Peavy. I. t.; C. Heald, r. e.; Galles, I. e.; H. Bryan.
q. b.; Allen, r. h.; K. Heald. Ross, I. h.; Gonzales. f. b.
Santa Fe Indians-Tafoya. c.; Squamas. r. g.; Mardi, I. g.; Reamen, r. t.; Tenno, I. t.; Riss (Capt.), r. e.; Moyar, I. e.; Perez, q. b.;
Linden, r. h.; Trujillo, I. h.; Thomas, f. b.

The Thanksgiving Game
New Mexico, 5; N. M. A. C. 20
fji!l~a!i;jl HE FINAL and decisive game of the football season
was played at Albuquerque. on Thanksgiving Day,
with the Agricultural College. The 'Varsity had won
every game played so far, and though aware of the
prowess of their opponents, looked forward with lively
hope to the coming game with their old rivals.
With the first line-up of the opposing teams, the greatly superior
weight of the Farmers-at least fifteen pounds per man-was plainly
evident. They promptly showed, too, a marked skill in every depart~
ment of the game, hitting the weak spots in the 'Varsity defense for
gain after gain.
Not once did the loyal rooters slacken their support of the men
playing so hard for Alma Mater, and the field re-echoed such rooting
as it never heard before. The team responded with their utmost efforts. and they carried the ball almost the entire length of the field
for a touchdown, in the second half. in one of the finest series of plays
ever seen on a New Mexico football field.
The game began with the Farmers' kick-off and for a time the
play was entirely in 'Varsity territory. The Farmers seemed· able to
gain almost at will for a time, for Weddell, their skilful quarterback,
soon found the 'Varsity's weak points. They could seldom gain
through the left side of the 'Varsity line. or around right end, nor
could they make a successful forward pass, but when almost held for
downs, a mass play between right guard and right tackle, or a trick
play around left end were sure of good gains.
Three times in the first half the Farmers were less than ten yards
from the 'Varsity goal line, with three downs to make the di~tance.

Three times, too, the 'Varsity held them for downs, and punted the
ball out of danger, to the frantic joy of the rooters.

Once the dis-

tance to the coveted goal was but three yards, and the desperate
'Varsity defense allowed but one yard gain in three attempts.
At length a Farmer made a fair catch of a short punt within striking distance of the goal, and Redding sent over a beautiful placekick, making the first score.
On the following kick-off, the 'Varsity, by a well-played trick
formation, kept possession of the ball.

Then, for the first time, our

offense got into full swing, proving as good as the Farmers'.

The

ball was carried, by consistent gains, to within ten y·ards .of the goal,
but there lost on downs, chiefly through the heady defensive play of
Miller and Redding.

In the few minutes of play remaining in the

first half neither side scored.
At the beginning of the second hal f, the Farmers received the
kick-off, and carried the ball straight down the field for a touchdown.
On a well-worked trick play, Elliott got by our left end for a run of
fifty yards, only to be stopped by Tascher, in a fine flying tackle.
With this touchdown, the game seemed won, when 'Varsity suddenly took a brace, and held for downs on their ten yard line. The
rooters caught their breaths! What signal was the quarterback calling?
Suddenly the ball was snapped, and the bleachers broke into cheers as
Allen tore around end for a 15-yard gain. K. Heald and Galles
followed with good gains, the Heald-to-Heald forward pass worked
beautifully, and Allen brought every rooter to his feet with his 55yard run through a broken field. F or a moment our quarter hesitated,
then the backs plunged to the right. But no! a trick! C. Heald
sprang clear of the scrimmage, and with T ascher's splendid interference, sprinted 20 yards around left end for a touchdown.
The
rooters went wild!
But the Farmers were not beaten yet!

On almost the next play,

Redding broke through our line for 50 yards. to be stopped again by
T ascher. But soon our goal line was again in danger. With 5
yards to go. they made a trick play almost exactly like ours. and though
our right end tackled and threw the runner. he was dragged across the
line and the Farmers' second touchdown was made. .
A few more moments gave them another. the light 'Varsity line
beginning to weaken under the long strain. The sun had now set. and
the Farmers' fourth touchdown was made when too dark to pick out
the man with the ball. The game was finally called. the score being
20 to 5. Redding kicked but one goal from touchdown. and Allen
failed to make his one difficult chance. The last touchdown was declared no score by the officials.
A rather remarkable thing occurred. showing the intensity of the
play. when in the second half C. Heald was hurt. The concussion
from a fierce tackle struck him unconscious. but he got up and played
subconsciously to the end of the game. receiving another injury in the
very last play. He remained unconscious about an hour.
The game was hard. but clean. and the best team won decisively.
For the victors. Miller. Redding and Weddell played the game. For
the losers the best plays were made by Allen on offense. and Peavy.
K. Heald. Tascher. and C. Heald on defensive.

The Line-Up
New Mexico-Selva. c.; Crawford (Capt.). I. g.; G. Emmons.
I. t.; Peavy. r. t.; Galles. I. e.; C. Heald. r. e.;
T ascher. q. b.; K. Heald. I. h.; Allen. r. h.; Gonzales. f. b.
r. g.; Saulsberry.

N. M. A. C.-Fraker. c.; Davila. I. g.; Brown. r. g.; Sullivan.
I. t.; Stoneking. r. t.; Carrera. I. e.; Elliott. r. e.; Weddell. q. b.;
Ames. I. h.; Miller. r. h.; Redding (Capt.). f. b.

Girls' Basket Ball
With all of last year's team back in schoo!' and a number of new
players of promise, the opening of the fall term gave every encouragement for a most successful season. Yet, in spite of promises from a
large number of candidates, when the call for regular practice was
issued, barely enough for two teams reported to the captain. When the
line-up of the first team was settled practically all of the second team
straiwhtway proceeded to quit, lacking the spirit to play ball without
an extra amount of glory attached.
The outlook was then gloomy indeed. and for a time it seemed as
though basketball would be dropped. The
team, however, would not have it that way,
and pluckily decided to play the season
through whether they had proper support
or not. In spite of their enormous disadvantage in practice, and with but one faithful substitute, the team won game after
game. When finally but one other team remained between them and the championship, the students. proud of their record,
were confident of victory. Great. accordingly, was the disappointment
of the rooters at the loss of the final game.

In

Champions or not, the team was the best and gamest we have had
years, and the season, on the whole, a successful one.

Officers
Miss Bernice Murphy•.............................. Captain
Lawrence F. Lee,
Coach and Manager

The players and their posItions were as follows:
Miss Lucy Edie,
Miss Beatrice Murphy,

Forward
Forward

Miss Isobel Niven,

Center

Miss Belle Franklin,
Guard
Miss Margaret Strayer,
Guard
Miss Bernice Murphy,
'
Guard
Miss Ida Hart,
Sub. Guard
The team, individually and as a whole, played superior ball, and
with proper advantages of training could challenge any team in the
country.
Miss Edie is a remarkable forward, playing all over the field and
following the ball as few others can, and sure on field goals.
Beatrice Murphy is a speedy player, and
makes her guard hustle.

Miss

Miss Niven, at center, is truly the balance wheel of the team, unsurpassed in the
science of the game, and the pivot of the
U

team work."

Miss Strayer at guard played a fine
game up to the time she left school, and
Miss Hart is' also a good guard, but in Miss
Franklin and Miss Murphy we have a pair
we'll back against any combination whatever.
The rooters were ever anxious for Miss Franklin's forward to get
the ball for that meant that the enemy's chances for a goal were spoiled
that trip, for Belle was right there every time. "Captain Spud," too,
was a delight to the rooters, strong and fast, one of the few girl players
who can both get into the team play and guard her opponent.
Finally, Lawrence Lee's work in coaching deserves much credit, and
he was ever ready to give the team his best efforts.

Boys' Basket Ball
The basketbGill season of 1907 was remarkable chiefly for the
anomalous situations it presented. There were present in school more
veteran players of individual merit than ever before, yet the team was
below the usual 'Varsity standard, and the season far from successful.
T a begin with, the captain failed to call the team together for
practice before Christmas, and several weeks' training was accordingly
lost. This handicap militated greatly against the development of team
work, and the desultory practices held afterward failed to accomplish
much in this respect.
The lack of interest manifested was to some extent excusable by
the poor success of the management in obtaining match games. But
two were played, and neither proved very satisfactory from the standpoint of our rooters. The team was at a great disadvantage in the
game with Las Vegas Y. M. C. A., from the absence both of our
center, Heald, and sub. center, Hayden; yet we could easily have
won it if Clancy and T ascher had approached their usual form in foulgoal throwing.
While we won the game from the Agricultural College, yet the
margin was very narrow, the most strenuous individual efforts of our
men barely overcoming the superior team work of the Farmers.
Next year, however, will doubtless be another story, for most of
the men will again be in school who this year composed thl:' squad.

The Team
]. Ralph T ascher,
Kirk Bryan,
Lawrence F. Lee,

Captain
Manager
Asst. Manager

The squad was as follows:
Albert H. Clancy,

:

Forward

Will McMillen,
Hugh M. Bryan,
Kenneth C. Heald,
]. Ralph T ascher,
Gilbert E. Bronson,
Charles H. Lembke,

Forward
Sub: Forward
Center
'
Guard
Guard
Sub. Guard

Whatever may be said of the season, the individual players of the
team are a lot who might make places on any college team.
Of the second team, Lawrence F. Lee, Clifford Hayden and Bert
Skinner also deserve mention.
In

Clancy at forward is fast and skillful, but erratic. When playing
his best form his swift and accurate goal-throwing from the field

is a marvel. McMalen is a new man on the team, but has proved a
good player and a faithful worker. Bryan played in both match games
with credit.
Heald, at center, plays a fast, aggressive game and covers every
inch of the field. Captain T ascher in practice games is often hardly
good enough to make the second team, but a "big" game never finds him
wanting. Bronson is the most consistent and scientific guard we ever
had, and his forward might as well stay' out of the game. Lembke's
playing is also of uniform excellence.

Wearers of N. M.
FIRST AWARD FOR

NAME

R. K. Aldrich. '06
W. R. Allen, '06
F. R. Alvord, '07
Ray Bean. '04
John Cannon. '04
A. H. Clancy. '09
B. H. Crawford, '07
F. M. Danahy. '09
P. H. Decker. '07
C. E. Heald, '05
K. C. Heald. '07
Lloyd Irwin. '05
]. W. Luse. '07
]. G. Mayo. '06
M. T. Maguire, '09
]. W. Sebben. '05
L. L. Selva. '09
W. A. Smith, '06
]. Ralph T ascher. '08
Hugh Bryan, '10

Football, '03
Basketball, '04·'05
Basketball, '04-'05
Football, '03
Football. '03
Football. '05
Footbal!. '03-'05
Football. '05
Football. '03
Track. '05
Football, '03-'05
Football, '03
Football. '03
Football. '03-'05
Football. '05
Football, '03
Football, '05
Football, '05
Basketball. '03-'05
Baseball. '05-'06
GIRLS

Kate Cunningham. '07
Helen Finch, '07
Rose M. Harsch, '07
Grace Mordy, '05
Fleda Smith, '07

Basketball.
Basketball.
Basketball.
Basketball,
Basketball.

'03-'05
'03-'04
'03-'04
'03-'04
'03-'04

""R.I'\..

fORENSICS
l;.

EMR
_..

GROYER C. EMMO:\TR, A. A. A.
Winnpr o( Inter-Collegiate Oratorical
Contest, 1906

Oratorical Contest
On the evening of December 13. 1906. in Elks' Opera House. a
preliminary oratorical contest was held for the purpose of selecting a
candidate to represent the University in the Territorial Oratorical
Contest at Las Vegas.
The program. which contained nine orations. was varied by several
vocal and instrumental selections and was thoroughly enjoyed by a
small. yet appreciative. audience.
The orations were well written
and well delivered. thus showing that a great deal of time and care
had been spent in their preparation.
After the final musical selection had been rendered. the judges.
Hon. H. B. Fergusson. Dr. C. H. Chamberlain. and Rev. Hugh A.
Cooper. withdrew to determine which one of the nine contestants should
be the University representative.

In the opinion of the judges. the

contest was a very close one. so there was quite a delay before Hon.
H. B. Fergusson announced the decision that first place had been
awarded to Mr. Grover C. Emmons and second to Miss Isobel
O. Niven.
Mr. Emmons' subject. "Political Integrity." was handled in a
His delivery was splendid and his stage presence

masterly manner.
very pleasing.

Miss Niven. whose excellent vOIce won for her great praise. delivered her oration on "The University and the Masses" exceedingly well.
The prize for the winner of the contest was a ten volume edition of
William Jennings Bryan's "The World's Famous Orators." and a.
year's subscription to Public Opinion and the Literary Digest. and
was the gift of Hon. Bernard Ruppe.

The program was as follows:
Piano Solo-Souvenir de F rovatore
Lillian Hesselden.

Hoffman

The Importance of the Classics in Literature
Tillie G. Allen

Oration

The Political Specialist

Oration

, J.

Ralph T ascher.

Oration

, Universal Peace
Vera M. Nash.

Oration. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Stonewall ] ackson
Allan F. Keller.
Oration. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Grover C. Emmons.

Political Integrity

Vocal Solo-Love's Trinity

De Koven
Mrs. Miller.

Oration

,

Standards of T urth
Clarence E. Heald.

Oration

, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
]. Frank Peavy.

Oration. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Elwood M. Albright.
Oration

Democracy

The Knocker

The University and .the Masses
Isobel O. Niven.

Violin Solo....................................
A. R. Brown.

Selected

C. E. Heald

FRESHMA?-<

R. A. Baldwin
I~TER-CLASS

DEBATING

F. U. Light
CHAMPIO~S

Declamatory Contest
The Third Annual Declamatory Contest was held on the evening
of March I 5, 1907, in the Congregational Church of this city. A
large and enthusiastic audience greeted the youthful speakers with the
applause which they richly deserved. The program was long and
interesting and the musical numbers, too, did their part toward making
the evening a perfect success. Every declaimer acquitted himself with
credit and the judges' task was indeed a hard one. After much deliberation, the first place was awarded to Mr. Kenneth Heald, the
first prize being an excellent set of books on the subject of elocution,
presented by Dr. ]. A. Henry.
The second prize, a year's subscription to "Talent," presented by
Mr. S. E. Newcomer, was awarded to Mr. Elwood M. Albright.
Following is the program:
Piano Solo-Valse in E Minor
Miss Asselin.
Hazing of Valliant

Chopin
Williams

Hugh M. Bryan.
Burial March of Dundee

Aytoun
Elsie G. Sackett.

The Farmer and the Wheel.
Elwood M. Albright.
Aristarchus Studies Elocution
B. May Owens.
Piano Duet-Galop de Concert
Misses Reed and Asselin.
First Settler's Story

Carleton
Bisbee
W. Ganz
Carleton

Kenneth C. Heald.

T ous~aint L'Ouverture

Phillips

R. A. Baldwin.
Vocal Solo--Violets
Sweetheart, My Song is Come
. Mrs. E. L. Washburn.
The judges of the contest were:
Fox and Prof. W. D. Sterling.

Wright
Sims

Mr. Frank M. Moore. Mr. H. E.

NOBSON'S
STAG PARTY
The first of the year's theatricals was
due to the enterprise of the Khiva Literary
Society, who on November 1st played
"Snobson's Stag Party," at the Casino.
This farce, rendered by a well-chosen cast,
proved exceptionally amusing from beginning
to end. Character parts of the greatest diversity were presented with uniform excellence, and the monologues interpolated
through the play made several decided hits.
It is difficult to select the actors deserving
special mention, but the part of "Spaghetti,"
by Mr. T ascher made a decided hit as did
also that of "Clarence Montjoy," by Mr.

•

Scotti.
THE CAST

Nicholas Snobson,
Clarence Mountjoy,
Ebenezer Snowball,
Julius Dinkelspiel,
Timothy Doolihan,
Fazio Spaghetti,
Henry Hawkins,

£MR
.. -

Kirk Bryan
Joe Scotti
Clarence E. Heald
riedberg
R. A. Baldwin
]. Ralph T ascher

t

Frank C. Light

west.
Miss Horton is visiting, during the
summer, her aunt and uncle, Mr. and
Mrs. Nagle.
As is natural in a new
country, all the men for miles around fall
in love with her. But only one is able to
make a favorable impression upon herFrank Evarts, a Harvard graduate, who
is acting as government scout. Gentleman
George, a professional gambler, and
Broncho Bill, a cowboy of the roughest
type, determine to get rid of Frank. They
finally decide to lay the blame of a stagecoach robbery on this innocent young
Easterner, basing their evidence on the
fact that Ikey Einstein, who is found supposedly dead, had by him the revolver of
Frank Evarts.
The trial is exceedingly humorous, as
the judge, O'Gooligan, has to be the jus- .
tice, the attorney for the defense and the
attorney for the prosecution all In one.

•

Just as Frank Evarts is being convicted of the murder of Old Ikey,
In walks the old Jew himself and, of course, the play ends happily.
During the progress of the plot there is much amusing by-play by an
old maid, a negro, a Chinaman, an Indian, a New York dude. and a
minister. Every character was faithfully portrayed. but especial credit
must be given to the Chinaman and the minister.

These two it would

have been difficult to improve upon.
Following is the cast of the play:
One Lung,
J. Ralph T ascher
T axidum Sniffles (the minister) •................ Frank C. Light
Mrs. Nagle• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jessie Mordy
Mr. Nagle,
Kenneth Heald
Broncho Bill,
Frank Peavy
Gentleman George, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . John Cannon
Senator Toots,
Clarence Heald
Matilda
Belle Franklin
Chummy Litewait•............................ Hugh Bryan
Ikey Einstein• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Albert Clancy
Jess Horton,
Dolores Huning
O·Gooligan•........................... Elwood M. Albright
Frank Evarts,
Grover Emmons
Magnus, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
. Edmund Ross

RS. BUSBY'S
PINK TEA
This play, given by the Dramatic Club,
was presented at the Casino, the evening of
March 22. before a good sized audience.
The play was exceedingly simple in plot and
its successful presentation dependent wholly

·)~
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upon the abandon and enthusiasm of the
cast. Each part was well played and those
of Mrs. Busby by Miss Keleher, and Mrs.
Dashleigh by Miss Hubbs. as they presented
special opportunities. were acted in a delightfully natural manner. Poor Busby was
attempted by Mr. T ascher with a considerable degree of success.
THE CAST

-

~

~
0'-.J.\

Mrs. Busby,
Margaret Keleher
Ruth Goss
Miss Mary Busby,
Edith Walker
Mrs. Hightone,
Mrs. Upperten•........... Jessie Mordy
Mrs. Wiseacre•......... Josephine Mordy
Mrs. Dashleigh,
Jean Hubbs
Annette. the maid,
Janet Brison
Mr. Busby,
J. Ralph Tascher

Turn Him Out
"Mrs.

E'M A

~~

Busby" was followed on the

same evening by "Turn Him Out."

This

savored more of the masculine, but was just

as humorous as the first comedy. Mr. Albright acted the part of angry,
abused husband in an inimitable manner, while Miss Spitz, as his wife.
was altogether charming. These were supported by a company first
class in every respect. Mr. Bryan's part. that of a dauntless dude. being
especially pleasing. This last comedy of the 'Varsity year proved conclusively that students were made for acting and all they have wanted
all these years has been a chance to show their ability.
THE CAST

Mrs. Julia Moke,
Lillian Spitz
Susan•...................................... Jessie Mordy
Nicodemus Nobbs,
John Cannon
Eglantine Roseleaf•............................. Kirk Bryan
Moke•................................... Elwood Albright

ERRY WIVES
OF WINDSOR
The following extract is taken from the
Morning Journal of May 1. and is probably a more unprejudiced estimate of the
merit of the Annual plaY'. than anything we
might write:
"Rich and beautiful costumes and most
clever amateur acting combined last night
to make the third annual 'Varsity play, 'The
Merry Wives of Windsor,' at the Elks'
Theater a thoroughly gratifying performance. The theater was entirely filled when
the curtain rose and the splendid audience
wa slargely instrumental in encouraging the
players to do their best. The audience was
appreciative, moreover, and most generous
in its applause of the work of the well
known young Albuquerque men and women
who took the parts. The warm coloring,
the stately styles and rich material of the
costumes made the latter a delight to the
eye and the amateurs wore the brilliant
dress of the old English period as though
they were to the manor born.

Miss Isabel

Niven as Mrs. Page, Miss Lillian Spitz as
Mrs. Ford, and Miss May Owens as Mrs.
Quickly· were especially handsome in their

seventeenth century gowns, while Miss Dolores H uning was equally
attractive as 'Anne Page.'
"Sir John Falstaff is the character that has made the 'Merry
Wives of Windsor' a household word, and there has rarely been
a better Falstaff on any stage than was Elwood M. Albright last
night. The plethoric effect produced by much padding was overwhelming and that Mr. Albright had made a careful and intelligent
study of the character of the choleric, bibulous and pompous gentleman
was evident from the masterly way in which he impersonated Falstaff.
"One of the cleverest of the lighter parts of this lightest of Shakespeare's plays was 'John Rugby,' as taken by Clarence Heald. Edmund Ross as 'Peter Simple' followed Heald a close second. That
the minor parts were well brought out was one of the merits of the
production due to the untiring work of Professor John H. Crum who
directed the rehearsals.
"]. Ralph T ascher as 'Doctor Caius' entered into the spirit of the
part vigorously and made a decided hit as the somewhat excitable
Frenchman, the duel scene being especially well carried out. John
Cannon as mine host of 'The Garter' and Kirk Bryan as 'Justice
Shallow' simulated these aged individuals with a surprising tact and
Kirk Bryan especially was much applauded. It would be a very hard
matter to discriminate between 'stars' and the actors who supported
them, the relative importance of each part being adhered to carefully
and all did well. Among others were Hugh Bryan as 'Abraham
Slender;' Kenneth Heald as 'Sir Hugh Evans,' Frank Light as 'Mr.
Page,' Bernard Crawford as 'Bardolph,' Walter Allen as 'Pistol'
and 'John,' Lawrence Lee in the dual role of ' im' and 'Robert,'
Grover Emmons as 'Fenton,' and Ira Boldt as 'Robin.'

One of the

very best, however, was 'Mr. Ford' the part being acted splendidly
by Joe Scotti whose unusual talent and ability will soon take him out
of the amateur class and who was a favorite last night. The fairy drill

wa~ exceedingly pretty and fantastic. the fairies and hobgoblins being

as follows:
"Fairies-Misses Olivina

Le Tart. Dolores Huning. Edith Harri-

~on, Gladys McLaughlin, Janet Brison, Jean Hubbs. Marian Franklin.

Ruth Goss. Lulu Palmer.
"Hobgoblins. Etc.-Kenneth Heald. Bernard Crawford, Lawrence Lee. Clarence Heald. Edmund Ross. Robert Holliday.
"All of the participants as well as Professor Crum are to be
most warmly congratulated on presenting one of the cleverest and most
successful amateur performances ever attempted here. The support
given them by the theatergoers is also a matter f~)I' great satisfaction.
the audience being bigger than anticipated and quite representative.
The University Dramatic Club has demonstrated that it contains exceptional talent.
The managing committee who worked hard and
effectively. to make the play a success consisted of Messrs. Edmund
Ross. Grover Emmons and Will McMillen.
"The Philipps Orchestra rendered an unusually good musical program between the acts."
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The Sing

IIJURELY

''''Y

"Sino" i, m ilrelf

enough justification for its existence

and the opportunity that this function gives to our friends to visit the
'Varsity and in a measure renew their own college days can be truly said to afford much
pleasure to us as well as to them.

The

"Sing" this year, however, was of special
importance for it was the occasion of
the opening of the new dormitories to
the public.

Such a general house clean-

ing as went on that day, the dormitories
will probably not undergo for some
time to come, next Sing at any rate.
The visitors to the campus that evening were shown about in the
different dorms and the owners played the part of hosts with as much
dignity and seriousness as it is possible for young men and women to
assume. The external appearance of the dorms was a subject that
deserved and received a great deal of comment, some altogether favorable and some not quite that; whe'n, however, the interior arrangment
and convenience came up for discussion, the verdict was unammous
that for general comfort and appearance the dorms are in a class by
themselves among college dormitories. That this opinion was genuine
is evidenced by the fact that such remarks were frequently overheard,
although also given directly to the inmates of the rooms and to the
guides furnished for the occasion.
After the inspection of the buildings had been completed, the
students gathered in the open space between the dorms and did them-

selves proud in song and yell. After the excitement had sufficiently
quieted down, Pres. Tight appeared on the front steps of the girls' dorm
and gave the visitors a hearty reception in the name of the University.
Among other things, the president said that it fell to his lot to christen
the dorms. Every fellow in the crowd looked for the bottle of Mumm's
Extra Dry, but it was nowhere to be seen. The christening was a
strictly temperance affair and after the event was over, the dorms stood
before the world with names.
The girls' dorm was "Hokona," which being interpreted means,
"Virgin Butterfly," and the boys' dorm was "Kwataka," which being
interpreted means, "Man Eagle."
One of the feature events of the evening was the Indian Harvest
dance given by a set of braves from "Kwataka." This was given
around a large bon-fire which had been kindled on the campus and
though a dress affair, was sufficiently realistic to bring expressions of
praise from the oldest inhabitants.
After our visitors had departed some sports peculiar to col;
lege irrepressibles were the source of amusement for a number
of hours. Of course this was wholly impromptu and had we known
that anything exciting was to take place we would have extended a
hearty invitation to our friends to remain and enjoy the fun. We
won't soon forget the "1 906 Sing," we hope our guests won't either.

The Dorm Picnic
fF1!-Sil HE

EVERLASTING

had

fully

made up

Dorm
their

Crowd

minds

to

have a picnic. and a picnic all their
own. This much settled all that remained was to find a propitious date.
What should happen at this psychological moment but the arrival
of Labor Day. It "looked good"
to the Crowd.
In due time (to-wit: about 10
a. m.• on the Big Day) the Crowd
found itself. with a large

(but.

alas. weighty) supply of edibles. at the mouth of Bear Canyon.
With a sudden access of unwonted energy several of the boys
grasped certain of the packages and hampers. and started up the trail.
But-there was a method in their madness. as the slower ones discovered to their sorrow-they had omitted to take with them the bulky
ice cream freezer. and the unwieldy watermelons. Yet. after sundry
adventures. and much walking. the
Crowd found itself once more reunited at the Upper Falls.
. Of Course the first business
was to demolish the grub supply. '"
and it was done with a will. All
such formalities as dish-washing
were postponed till the next day.
and the Crowd was soon ready
again to start on its travels.
'Classical expression.

The first point of interest was Monument Rock, whose "balcony,"
half way up the side, seemed to the hardy picnickers a desirable spot
whereon to pose for a picture. However, it was only to be reached by
a slender aerial bridge, apparently none too safe for the passage of
But there was nothing the Crowd wouldn't do, once it

elephants. 'fo'fo

got started, and they (more or less) speedily proceeded to occupy the
"balcony" aforementioned.

Their troubles were only begun, though.

for the descent proved even more p~rilous and awkward than the
ascent had been.
The next climb was a trifle more
arduous-it was a climb to the
top of the mountain-and long, but
seldom dangerous.
To be sure,
Walter was at times in peril of being overworked, and Clarence's devotion to Ida led him to take strange
risks, but football men are hard
to kill.
The summit reached at last the
Crowd sat down and basked in pleasant contemplation of mountain
scenery for miles on every side.
Some continued to look, with the aid of sundry ejaculations, and
some started off on further explorations. It was not long, though,
before all were strolling down the mountain, with once more a common
aim-to reach that ice cream freezer-yet not with equal intensity of
purpose.
(Albright and Heald made it from the summit to the
freezer in just 32 minutes.)

It was nearly dark when the Crowd started homewards, but they
were in no hurry.
':' " Figu l"a ti ve.

Soon tiring of the monotony of the march, they

halted and built a fire as center of further revels.
Thoughts of
fatigue were thrown to the winds. as Indian dances were weirdly executed. and other feats performed.
Time flew. but "tomorrow" spelled "school again." and at last
the Crowd piled into the wagon and rolled home in the moonlight. to
the accompaniment of the divine ( ?) harmony of one familiar chorus
a her another.

The University Picnic
EPTEMBER 8th was the date of the Annual 'Varsity picnic which was held in Bear Canon and proved
to be the largest and most successful in the history of
the U. N. M. The original plan was to go to
some other canyon. but the condition of the roads
was such that Bear Canyon was the only accessible
one. Jumbo and a tally-ho were
both packed with an unusually jolly
crowd.
The singing and yelling
began at once and was still going
when the library' was reached.
The arrival of the chaperone was
an excuse for more yells and after
that no excuse was needed.
I

The journey out was a senes
of song and yells, giggles and
shouts and little jaunts from the
wagon out across the mesa to
catch the fleeing lizard or trail a
frightened horn-toad to his lair. At
last the picnickers reached the canon.
Pell-mell from the tally-ho and
wagon the picnickers stumbled.
jumped. or fell and then came a
general hunt for lunch baskets.

At this point Heald, he of gastron-

omic fame. was heard to murmur, "Give me the lunch-basket. Saullie,
I'm sure we shall be separated in the crowd."
At last each had recovered his own-basket and girl.
ney up the canon began.

The jour-

The crowd climbed on till Indian camp was

reached where a halt was made and for an hour or so all enjoyed
themselves immensely, some. however. wishing with Riley "that his
stomach was as hungry as his eyes." At last, however, everyone was
satisfied. and then everyone, or perhaps I should say every two,
enjoyed themselves as they pleased. Some sat in the shade telling
stories. and some climbed for several hours.
No one. however.
reached the top. but all enjoyed
themselves thoroughly.
About 6 o'clock Jumbo loaded
up and started. leaving the tallyho to follow later. for eight of her
number had decided to have a bonfire and Indian dances before returning to civilization.
Many songs were sung on the
way home and under the fostering
care of a full crop of Irrepressibles,
T a-ra-ra-ra-boom-de-ay entered into a new lease of life.
, About 9 o'clock a tired. but still noisy. crowd reached town and.
spite of the fact that everyone had enjoyed himself. the worn-out
picnickers were glad to reach home-sweet home-again.
In

Foot Ball Banquet
HERE may be truth in the saying that some of the men
play football through the whole season simply for the
banquet that always brings it to -an end-and there
may not. At any rate, there is always a considerable
number present to partake in this peculiarly stag feast,
which always fully repays 'the active interest taken in
it.

Dr. Wroth was the host of the team on this occasion, and the scene

of the feed was the University Dining Hall. Besides the team and the
substitutes the other guests were the Hon. F. W. Clancy, Profs. Angell
and Cadby, Mr. Staab and Mr. Roy Stamm.
Following a very pleasant dinner our friend the Doctor rose
and expressed his regret at our defeat in the Thanksgiving game and
followed with some sound advice as to the conduct of 'Varsity teams
in the years to come. Mr. Clancy gave us a cheerful talk and wished
us every success in the next season. Mr. Stamm was then introduced
and the result of his talk was more than gratifying. He IS to be the
assistant coach for next season.
Mr. Staab, referee of the Thanksgiving game, told us just what
he thought of the team-its good points and its defects and outlined
a few little schemes for the coming season.
Prof. Angell next spoke, giving his opinion of the team's work
and offering to be of whatever service he could in the next season.
Mr. T ascher, our quarterback, then told where he saw weak
spots and what he thought must be done to win the next Thanksgiving
game.
Mr. Crawford, our captain, thanked the team for their support
during the season, wanted every man to be back on the squad next
year and started the slogan "Next time."
The speeches were concluded by Mr. Crawford's talk and the
team of 1906 dispersed with three Rahs for their host.

A Dove Party
"So slow. nothing doing," was the general sentiment expressed
woefully by all the girls, and after they had said their say, discussed
the whys and wherefores. the pros and cons. they put their heads
together and Somebody had an Idea! And the outcome was a dove
party. The girls were invited to the home of Mrs. Cornish. a delightful hostess. as they all declare. and there they gathered, fourteen
strong. to have a genuine lark.
A musician had been hired, and the unnecessary rugs and furniture removed. and when the young ladies arrived. some of them in
fanc)) dress costumes. they began to arrange their programs for a
dance. A great deal of the fun which was occasioned by this party
will never be known, not even from those unruly feminine members. It
was strictly(?) a girls' party, till ten-thirty when about an equal
number of boys arrived and caused great dissension.
The young
ladies called them "butinskies"; the young gentlemen called the ladies
"T. W.'s"; but they finally made peace by joining forces for an "extra
butinskY''' two-step. Then the boys took possession of the programs
and fixed them up to suit themselves. The punch was replenished with
a goodly supply of Adam's Ale and sugar and the maccaroons held out
long enough for one apiece all the way round. Till 12 :30 the merrymakers tripped the light fantastic.
The excitement produced by the novelty and the unexpected, made
the evening an unusual one, and one long to be remembered. All bade
the host and hostess good-night with the feeling that they had enjoyed
what they had been wanting-a jolly up.

The Faculty Dinner
On the evening of November 30, 1906, Misses Parsons, Hickey,
Sisler and Huggett entertained the members of the Faculty at the
home of Miss Hickey. The events that occurred that evening have
never been made public and the only fact that has reached the toiling
many is this, "the guests departed at a very late hour, after dinner
and some ,pleasant conversation had been indulged in."
This is meagre information, indeed, but the phrase "pleasant conversation" contains possibilities.

Image, if you please, the august

faculty seated about the festive board, each member daintily and sparingly partaking of charlotte rouge.
"As I was saying," remarks
Prof. Asplund to Miss Huggett, who is seated on his left. we should
say, to his left. "it is very difficult to say with any exact degree of
certainty exactly where the ancient city of Mycene was situated. Now,
Dr. Schliemann always contended that his excavations-" This. of
course. is too much for Dr. Tight, who, hearing the word "excavations"
immediately comes to the conclusion that the "Mosquito Nest" is under
discussion. He accepts his cue and before the faculty is aware of
their fate, in company with Dr. Tight they are wading in the ooze of
that delightful artificial lake. Prof. Weinzirl is immediately interested
and inquires with some hesitation as to the chemicals which are in
solution in its waters. Dr. Tight is not quite sure but is of the opinion
that siliconborate is the chief salt held in solution.
Dr. Weinzirl
seems rather puzzled at this, murmurs something quite inaudible about
"a good subject for a Master's thesis." Which reminds Prof. Angell.
"Speaking of theses," says he. "it has always been a subject of considerable interest to me to know the exact coefficient of expansion of
carbon.

The subject is, of considerable importance due to the great

commercial uses to which that element is put.

I am of the opinion-"

but Prof. Cadby has had his cue and he takes his place before the

footlights without any hesitation and with considerable color, launches
off into a discussion of carbon filaments.
This is Miss Hickey's
chance and we soon hear something about .. almost as light as the
stuff that dreams are made of."

So the conversation rattles on, tossed

here and there upon the wave of fancy and interest while Miss Parsons
and Prof. Espinosa are, the while, holding a spirited linguistic dialogue, Miss Sisler is busy furnishing the bibliography of the various
subjects under discussion and Prof. Richards the historical selling.
Prof. Hodgin plays the part of a spectator-the scene is extremely interesting from the psychologist's point of view-and besides charlotte
rouge presents some alluring temptations.
Yes, truly, some interesting conversation took place and until a late
hour, we may well believe.

A Snap Shot of the Dragon's Head

The Washington Banquet
rn-:;-:t!:::;::;;:::~:-;i1MONGthe

festivities which serve to enliven the mono-

tony of school work in the 'Varsity year, the Washington Banquet stands as the most important social
occasion for the general assembling of the student
body, and the strengthening of college spirit. The
sixth celebration which took place February 22,
1907, was perhaps a greater success in these particulars than any of its
predecessors.

It was eagerly prepared for, and most enthusiastically

carried out.
A committee of arrangements was formed,· consIsting of the presidents of all the classes, both college and prep, with Professor Asplund and Miss Parsons to represent the faculty, The banquet was
held in Elks Banquet Hall. Seven tables were spread, the Seniors
and Juniors having united their forces with the preps of the corresponding classes. Every class attended to its own table decorations, and as
each tried to outdo the other, some novel effects in ornamentation were
presented.
At the head of the room stood the table for the regents, faculty,
and alumni, decorated in the good old 'Varsity cherry and silver. At
right angles to this were the Senior and Junior tables-the Senior in
purple and gold with a display of electric lights in those colors which
were most effective, and the Junior table showning an arrangement of
the class colors, dark and pale blue, which made itj the most artistic
table in the room. Then came the Sophomores, who, true to their
Irish ancestry, were gay in orange and green; and the' Freshmen dressed
in black and white and sitting at a black covered table decorated with
skulls and ghastly bones.

A grinning death's head suspended above this

table gave especial point to a Senior's ready toast-"Here's to the symbol of the Freshman Class, an empty skull."
Two small tables at the lower end of the room accommodated the
pretty decorations of the Sophomore Preps, with their blue and gold,
and the black and orange display of those "wee ones," the F reshman Preps.
When the company were seated, a noisy display of class spirit
began. The Seniors led with a ringing:
"We lead 'em at present ! We lead 'em of old!
We lead 'em forever, the Purple and Gold!,"
followed by their class yell. Responses from the other tables came
quickly, witticisisms flew back and forth, and the scene was one of
noisy merriment until the time came for the toasts. An excellent program of speeches grave and gay was rendered, with Dr. Tight presiding as toastmaster.
Dr. Weinzirl, for the faculty. responded to the toast "George
Washington." with an interesting account of the changes the first
President would find. should he revisit his country in this twentieth
century.
Prof. Hodgin then gave an excellent selection upon the phonograph.
Mr. Kirk Bry·an, '09, treated the subject "School Politics," and
his own relation to it. in a way that brought down the house.
Miss Fleda Smith. '08, gave a witty and much applauded little
speech on "The Literary Societies."
Mr. Elwood Albright, Prep '07, responded to a glowing tribute
paid the U. N. M. Weekly by the toastmaster, with an address on
"The 'Varsity Press."
Mr. Walter Allen, '10. soared into oratory upon the subject of
"Athletics," and took the opportunity of explaining that the Freshmen

were in mourning on account of their sorrow for the pathetic condition
of their upper classmen.
Miss Isobel Niven, '07, then delivered a toast to the 'Var~ity,
which was enthusiastically received, and was responded to by Hon.
F. W. Clancy of the Board of Regents.
It was twelve o'clock when the "Alma Mater," led by Miss
Huggett, was sung, and after a rousing " 'Varsity Yell," the W ashington Banquet w~s a thing of the past.
The following was the committee on arrangements: Prof. Asp"
lund, chainnan; Miss Parsons, Miss Niven, Miss Smith, Miss Spitz.
Miss McMillen, Mr. Allen, Mr. McMillen, IYIr. Boldt.

Dances
MONG the many and various social events the 'Varsity has enjoyed this season, its dances hold a place
of by no means minor importance. The conditions
which surround social entertainment in Albuquerque
have always conduced to this form of enjoyment,
and particularly so with the 'Varsity community,
where visiting football and basketball teams are ever to be entertained
and where our own returning teams have victories to celebrate and
sometimes to forget.
Thus it has happened during the year that dances have received
their full share of attention, doubtless well merited.
Owing to the fact that no good dancing floor has yet been laid
on the campus-with or without malice aforethought-all of these gay
affairs have been given in the city, Elks' Hall being the favorite.
The first dance given, was that in honor of the Socorro School of
Mines on October the twenty-seventh. The Committee on Arrangements, consisting 'of Messrs. Hugh Bryan, William McMillen and
Chester Goss had done their work well and even the tired football
men could not withstand the alluring strains of waltz and two-step,
and were soon gliding-or hopping-about in entire forgetfulness of
bruised and tired bodies.
The second dance was given by the young ladies in honor of the
'Varsity Football team, and not one of the football men had the fortitude to stay away and keep in training. The Committee on Arrangements, Misses Walker. Jessie Mordy. Strayer and Goss may justly feel
a great deal of pride in the entire success of the affair. The football
men will remember it as one of the most thoroughly enjoyable events
of "the season."

After our somewhat catastrophic defeat by the husky gridiron warriors from the Agricultural College, a dance was given in their honor
and was an eminent success. from the point of view of the guests of
honor. at any rate. "Fickle is the feminine heart and partial to the
victor." may be said to be the verdict of several of the 'Varsity men
and at least one heaved a deep sigh of relief when the midnight ( ?)
train pulled out of the depot, bearing· along with it a certain chestnuthaired heart-breaker.
Opinions differ as to the value of fraternities and sororities in
school life, but we feel no hesitation in saying. that no one regretted
the existence of the Theta Kappa Delta Sorority after attending the
darlCe which that Sorority gave on the Friday before the Christmas
Holidays.

The dance. was given in honor of the new members and

special efforts had been made to make the hall as pretty as could
be with the aid of mistletoe and holly.
The hostesses were charming and on the whole the dance can be
said to have been the most enjoyable of the year.
The last dance of the s~hool year was given by the men the first
part of April in honor-well. of their guests. and after the Lenten
season of comparative quiet the affair was exceedingly welcome and
greatly enjoyed.

Arbor Day
The last Friday in March was observed as Arbor Day, and celebrated according to the usual 'Varsity custom. The arrangements were
in charge of a student committee, who attended to all the details of the
occasIon.
The forenoon saw a party of boys around with spades digging
suitable trees in the distant river bottom,
while another detachment labored on the
campus preparing for their reception.
The last wagon load of trees reached
the 'Varsity late in the forenoon, when the
planting was speedily completed.
From
the manner in which this was carried out,
it was apparent that few of the trees
would stand as mementoes of "love on
the campus."
Prexy says that love is good for trees,
but the boys were apparently not so convinced of the fact as some other Arbor Days might witness.
Inspired by the sight of several "class trees," the T. K. D.'s
decided they must have the best tree planted that afternoon, and their
bashful efforts to obtain possession of the same met with great applause
from the assembled boys.
The Annual Faculty Baseball game drew a crowd of interested
spectators to the diamond about 2: 30 p. m. The profs. played with
spirit and fanned the air with great energy, but when the smoke of
battle cleared away, the score stood 9-0 against them.
After the game, all adjourned to the Science Hall, where the
girls had prepared a "spread" for the occasion. And how the Ice

cream did melt away! The cake. too. disappeared in large chunks. in
spite of the malodorous efforts of certain evil-minded chemistry students
to discourage the appetites of the assembly.
So another Arbor Day passed-but the trees are still there. and
our appetites ready for another test.
The following were the Committee on Arrangements: Clarence E.
Worth. Chairman; Everett Van Cleave. Frank C. Light. Miss Jean
Hubbs. Miss Tillie Allen.

Naming the Dorms
As tradition has it, the selection of a new name

In

a household is

always attended with a great deal of discussion and indecision, even
on ordinary occasions. There are times, however, when the weight of
this responsibility is increased two fold. So it was in our University
community, which may be roughly likened to a household. Names
for the two new dormitories were wanted.
At first Doctor Tight tock up the task with characteristic heroism.
but soon, with characteristic magnanimity, acknowledged his defeat.

It was at this juncture that a terrible possibility first became apparent.
What if no name could be found? There seemed to be that
imminent possibility. It was a slumber destroyer.
The President sought some of his most intimate friends, but upon
one pretense or another, they refused to lend their appellations to the
dorms, even as a measure of temporary relief. But there remained
another fruitful source. The trouble was laid before the Faculty.
Alas, that body could think of nothing better than Tight Halland this name had to be discarded because of the portent it was
liable to convey.
But at the University, what the Faculty can't think of, the
Students can, and there yet remained this last and final court of
appeal. But Reader. believe us, such was the auspiciousness of the
occasIOn. that of all the forty-eight different suggestions received on
slips of paper, not one was earnestly considered worthy of the dorms,
not even by those who sent them in.
Such names as "Teddy" and Fido" were given u) as being much
too commonplace, and Roosoterolum was considered far too euphonious.
There seemed to be a reproachful expression about the buildings as
they stood there before the Fellowship of University Buildings gravely
waiting to be sworn in (and not at).

Meanwhile, the thoughtful instructor of the English classes waS
gravely revolving, in her mind. some pretty Indian legends she had
heard. and when at last. her suggestions were placed before the school.
a cheer of joy went up. and gladness filled the places whence terror
grim had sped. (Metrical.)
All hailed the Indian names Kwataka and Hokona.

The boldest

warrior of the tribe was then decreed the patron of the boys. and fair
Hokona. the butterfly of all the ancient race. the guardian of the ladies'
domicile.
THE LEGENDS.

Of course two such beseeming names would not have been chosen
had there not been something in legend or history to enhance them.
The natural propensity of the school in the direction of legend. etc.•
makes the traditional origin of the names even more attractive. but already the authorities are beginning to wish a historical cognomen had
been chosen.
The reason is evident. Legend is restrained within no definite
boundaries and within the brief space of time since the first appearance
of the dorms. a good many Kwataka and Hokona stories have sprung
up. We venture to say. that enough of these have arisen within the
past year to form a well sized volume. the like of which it would be
impossible to find elsewhere. Now. the propagation and transmission
of these narratives requires a good deal of the time and energy of the
students. besides being a severe tax upon their ingenuity. Consequently
a remedy has been sought. and it has been thought wise by the Mirage
management to offer a prize of one honorary subscriptiol) (at half
price) to the student who can formulate the best myth that will account
for the selection of the names Kwataka and Hokona. said myths to be
published in red ink in next year's Mirage. Furthermore. all other
participants must agree to accept as final the account offered by the
winning competitor.
The Mirage feels confident that competitors will not be lacking.

The Point of View
o

noble emblem in the stilly air,
Who put you there?
joyous, bounding banner in the sky,
That waves at all the breezelets passing by,
What signify?

o

What is the shade of color of your hue,
Is't black or blue?
To seek your hidden meaning I have tried
And divers many tales have been replied,
Who was it lied?
A Senior said 'twas mourning on the post.
The Freshman host
Had sought a flag of purple and of gold
Upon the pole, and they of course, were sold.
That's what he told.
A Freshman chanced to overhear this speechLet out a screech,
And said the pole was decked in black and white,
White pole and banner just as black as night.
Could he be right?
The pole and banner still are standing there
And high in air
A question mark bespeaks the answer true,
lt all depends upon the point of view.
Skiddoo!

Kwataka and Hokona
In an ancient sunlit village
On the broad and smiling plain.
Dwelt the tribe of old Matsoken,
Where there waved the nodding grain.
There, at that time-honored village
That Kazekas all describe.
Dwelt the little maid Hokona.
Fairest daughter of the tribe.
There, too. dwelt the proud Kwataka.
There. too, dwelt the chieftain's son,
Ever eager in the deer hunt.
Running as a deer would run.
When the old men round the fireside
Told the tales of days gone by,
Brighter light than in the campfire
Gleamed within his warrior eye.
Quickly passed the happy seasons
Like the ever-flowing stream.
And of other things Kwataka
Oftentimes began to dream.
For his playmate, bright Hokona,
Wondrous fair to him had grown,
And his soul was filled with longing,
Fain to claim her as his own.

And 'twas often sweet Hokona,
To her throbbing bosom sighed.
F or her thoughts were of Kwataka.
Who was soon to choose a bride.
And they met one night by starlight
• eath the heavens faithful blue.
And the soft stars of her dark eyes
Spoke a language that he knew.
"Thou art mine. my fair Hokona."
Spoke the lover drawing nigh,
"Let me whisper that I love you,
Fairest one, my butterfly!"
And their days were filled with gladness,
Joy that only lovers know.
But there came a time of sorrow,
Came the hated avahoe.
Then to war went brave Kwataka.
Meeting slaughter face to face,
Fighting back the fierce intruders,
Cheering on his down-trod race.
But while in the shock of battle.
Leading all with curdling yell.
In his bare breast lodged an arrow
And upon the dust he fell.
Quickly turned the tide of warfare,
Quickly gained the Navaho

Till the maddened skies of evening,
Red with blood of warriors glowed.
But the great all-seeing Spirit,
Looking on with burning eye,
Raised Kwataka to his kingdom,
Made him ruler of the sky.
And from out the sky there darted,
Shrieking in the Heavens' face,
Thou, far-sighted, fearless EagleKing of all the feathered race.
And below, on earth, the Fair One,
In her sorrow sought to die,
But her soul that flitted upward,
\Vas a radiant butterfly.
0' er the pleasant fields she wandered,
'Mongst the flowers in the glen;
Never feared, when mountains thundered,
Happiness was hers again.
Far above sat proud Kwataka
On the mountain summit high,
And when all the canyons thundered,
Mingled with their sound, his cry.
His a royal throne of purple,
Framed against the purple sky;
Flecked with snowy white-winged cloudlets
Which were ever drifting by.

Far below. within the valley,
Passed the victor Navajo;
Came a prouder race and grander
To the land.

ew Mexico.

Came the snorting locom,otives,
Came the fact' ry. and the store;
Al1 these things beheld Kwataka,
Signs his people were no more.
And a stately Hall of Learning
Appeared as seasons rolled.
And Kwataka watched with yearning
The students as they strolled.
And when at last a campfire
That called up mem'ries dear.
Was seen to leap and crackle.
Kwataka hovered near.
And when the dance was finished
And tales of war were told.
The Eagle God of ancient song
Took up a new abode.
Meanwhile. the sweet Hokona.
Whilst flitting o'er the field.
Came nearer to the pleasant ground.
F rom whence the music pealed.
And here at last she found her lord
And no more wished to roam,

And here within our college-yard
Hokona makes her home.
And now at night, dear reader,
When all the stars do shine,
If you will wait !o notice,
I'll promise you a sign.
From Hokona' s curtained windows
Soft radiance will stream,
And from the Eagle's piercing eyes
A true love-light will beam.

Initiations
VER SINCE the foundation of the first secret society
at this school, frat initiations have been for its students a perennial source of amusement.

Though the

events of this character during the past year lacked
the strenuous character of certain former episodes.
they were not without their sensational features.
The season was opened mildly by two young men. who had given
no previous evidence of insanity. calmly sitting down on a favorable
and conspicuous spot to make mud pies. A crowd soon gathered. but
at a nod from mysterious authority one of the actors departed with
speed toward Kwataka. the other
remaining to clean up the dishes.
The latter was a a youth who had
seldom been detected in the act of
even speaking to a girl. and when
he suggested to a certain co-ed that
they take a stroll around the track.
it was with the greatest astonishment that she agreed. They had
scarcely started. when youth No. 1
again appeared on the scene. bearing Tom-tom. and he marched solemnly behind the happy pair. beating lustily upon the drum. Much to the edification of the spectators.
this strange procession proceeded to make the tour of the campus
with great deliberation and apparent enjoyment.
The curtain next rises on a scene with different actors--or. in this
case. actresses. Three girls with hair a la pigtail might not have

excited undue remark. had not one constantly heralded their presence
with a bright tin horn. to the melody of which another wheeled a baby
carriage. while the third constantly had recourse to a bottle of pure
liquid nourishment.
Again the scene shifts. and discloses a wondering throng marveling
at the sight of two youths of previously good reputation now lurking
behind the smoke-clouds from formidable

corn-cob

pipes.

Later.

they are seen to spend nearly an
hour in the solemn exerice of goalthrowing with popcorn-each making the other's mouth his goal.
But the performances were not
restricted to the campus.
On a
certain day
queans

charitable Albuquer-

hearts

were

touched ( ? )

by the sight of an armless beggar
leading his blind companion by
means of a rope noosed around his
neck. It is to be hoped the charitable public did not notice the beggars'
assuidity in dodging the police.
The most inspiring sight of all. however. was that of two yoyng
men stationing themselves at a prominent street-crossing and gallantly
escorting every passing lady across the street. keeping the sun off. the
while. by aid of a dinky. parasol. Such an object lesson in politeness
was a lit climax to a 'Varsity frat initiation.

A Description of the Dorms
Hokona, the ladies' dormitory is situated directly west of the
ornamental wire fence on the east side of the campus. It is contiguous
to the open-air swimming pool and is the terminal of the promenade
which extends westward from the Dining Hall and is of easy access
from the boys' dorm. On a clear day Hokona can be seen from Administration Hall and from points north of the gymnasium.
Kwataka, the home of the 'Varsity boys, is situated cornerwise on
the north-east frontier of the campus, and overlooks the sandhills. (The
inmates are thus enabled to overlook the sandhills in their own rooms.)
F or a description of the external appearance of the buildings, see
pictures. All we can do about it is to assure you that the pictures are
true to life-even more so than the buildings themselves. It was not
deemed advisable to build skyscrapers on the campus, but the same
effect was obtained by' "breaking the sky line." Porticos extend the
length of three stories of the structure. In the construction of these
porticoes a raft of rafters have been employed, and these have been
dyed a natural death.
The pillars are undressed as their casing has to be used for the
windows. The windows also wear sashes.
The economy of materials in these buildings is nowhere more
manifest than in the highest story, in the construction of which but a
single wall has been used, a plan which bids fair to become the predominant one in University buildings of the future.
Inside there are two halls and a number of rooms.

The rooms are

arranged in suites, and the sweets are arranged in rooms.
Kwataka is arranged in much the same manner.
there, but no sweets.

There are suits

The inhabitants of both dorms hold meetings

on every other Saturday; then there are sweet meets and sweetmeats.
The floors at Kwataka are wide. and well protected with dust.
They say the floors are larger when you try to sweep them. and
smaller when you use them to hang your clothes on.
The rooms are equipped with unbreakable furniture.
If the
furniture could burn up it would not last long because the students
sometimes get pretty hot. The only things that can be broken around
the boys' dorm are the rules. They were laid down pretty hard at one
time. and since then they are much easier to break. The students
are obliged to nail them on the wall. as otherwise they would not hold.
But. taken altogether. they have a pretty good time at the dorm.
Occasionally the fellows on the upper floor take a bolt out of their
room and drop in on the people down stairs. This made one of them
so mad that his voice broke. Then the others dropped their voices and
one of them cracked a joke. This was followed by a burst of
laughter. and the next time he dropped a remark he had to break
for the door.

THE

PER1PATET~C

PHILOSOPHER

Freshman-Senior Debate
ONE WAS the debate-the victorious
Freshmen wreathed in smiles glanced
knowingly at a large. crisp. juicy
cabbage placed in a conspiuous position on the front of the platform.
Now Kirk Bryan. ever equal to
the occasIOn. observing their
glances. stepped to the front and
holding up the cabbage addressed the Seniors: "This cabbage head prepared by you as a
gift for the Freshmen returns by
rights to you. and the Freshmen
earnestly desire that you accept it. to offset the honors received by
them in winning the debate."
For a moment the Se~iors were bewildered. but only for a moment. for Mr. Albright. with an elaborate bow. worthy of a French
Courier. received the cabbage and murmured in deep gratitude.
"I-I-really. well. really· now. I am so overcome with gratitude.
that all I can say in behalf of the Seniors is that we've got a head of
the Freshmen."

William George and the Dragon
Once upon a time there was a William George. A Dragon kept
coming into William's head. and one time he came in and refused
to get out. Now. William was the President of a Great Umversity
and he thought. "If I could only get the students in the University to
see the Dragon, what a great thing it would be!" But notwithstanding

the reports that had been
oised Abroad. all of the students of the
Institution were not in the head of William George.
But at this time a guardian Angell appeared to William and told
him to Never Fear. "the way to the Head. is through the Heart.
and the way to the Heart is through the Ears." This admonition was
Heeded by William George and when all was said and Done. the
Dragon was in the heads of the students.
When the Time came for the great Parade. the Dragon was 500
Feet Long. It was Well the Time came as Soon as it Did. It was
made of fourteen Wagons and twenty-eight Horses And one hundred
and twenty Students. covered with Cloth. The Dragon made an
Imposing display. but it was too Big. There was not enough Room
in Albuquerque for its Accommodation. It made a Hit with the
Corners of Buildings. and its Big Toes seemed to catch the Peoples'
Eyes. It took the Trees by Storm. It caught its Eyebrows on the
Trolley Wire and Stopped.
William

George

Saw

the

Difficulty.

In

the

midst

of

the Multitude that had come
to Witness the Pageant. he
Sawed Off the Dragon's EyeThen the parade
brows.
Moved On. When It came
to a Favorable Location. the
Dragon Left. never to Return. Many people were Sad,
but William George only
Laughed and Said "I am glad
it is Off My Mind. wait Until another Year."

T. U.
HE ANNUAL harvest dance, given one moonlight.
night in Indian summer, was taking place close to
the settlement.

The guests had departed.

Nine

demure maidens led by a young Laguna squaw
continued the sacred dance around the pinon fire.
While so engaged a hostile party entered the
pueblo and by a performance similar to that of Alice in Wonderland
entered into the secret council hall of the Hokonas, led by a little
Acomita maid. This hostile band securing the entire feast went to the
opening in the rear of the hall and hurriedly let the feast drop to the
ground below. The custodian of the chamber appeared just a moment
too late,-the spread was gone.
The harvest dancers assembled for the feast, but alas. they discovered that some unknown had pillaged the place. The entire attitude
changed. the maidens nine left the banquet hall and gathered themselves
for a war dance.
In the meantime the festive board of the enemy was spread in a
sheltered spot to the south of the reservation. It might be well to give
the articles of federation as discussed by this crowd:

I.
I I.

Butter 1 lb., with Parker House Rolls 12;
Heap Big Chief.
Chili Nut Sandwiches from the shoebox point of view;
Navajo Gal.

III.

Pickles 1 qt., plus Milk 2 qts.;
Patriarch.

IV.

Grapes 2 Ibs.• Apples 2 bits;
Mud Slinger.

V.

Cake a la Casa;
La Coyote.

VI.
VII,

Nuts in the whole shell-dos reales;
Maid of Acomita.

Sugar en Fudge-4 bits;
Sly Bacon et Josh.
VIII. Spirit of Wine;
Medicine Man.

Rhetoricals
They fall on us like evil days,
They always seem to foller,
They hit us in a dozen ways,
And make us want to holler.
Rhetoricals and poor, my friend,
Must be with us forever,
No diff what paths of life we wend,
We'll cut them-never, Never J'f.
'f.Idealistic and imaginative.

Owed to the Pound Man
A Medley

My books were spread over the campus,
My books were laid under the tree,
My books were in lunch room and office,
bring back my school books to me!

o

My books were laid under the table,
My books were piled up on the floor,
My books were on steps and on windows,
But I'll never see my schoolbooks any more!
They are locked up tonight, locked up tonight,
Locked up in the old school pound.
There are forty-nine locks on the old strong box
And you'll never see a school book hangin' round.
It's twenty cents for this'un an' forty cents for that,
A quarter for an overcoat and fifty for a hat,
And you'll 'ave spent yer money like a bloated 'ristocrat,
You'll be buyin' back your school books in de mawnin'.

Dramatic Club Notes
"Oh yes," remarked a fair daughter of the 'Varsity, when interviewed by our representative at the end of the first semester, "Oh yes,
we have a Dramatic Club, it was organized about the second week
of school. and at intervals of three or four days ever since. Sometimes they organize it oftener than that and sometimes as much as
two weeks will pass by without anybody thinking of it. Their meetings are awfully interesting-I have been to seven of them."
"Indeed!" said our representative. "and were you ever an officer
of the Society?"
"Call it a Club, if you please," she replied.

"Yes, I was on a

committee to nominate the permanent officers, but before we could
report, another meeting was called and a new set of officers were
elected. "
"Oh. I see," said the Representative. doubtfully. "but what became of your nominees?"
"Oh, I think they sent in their resignations to the Club, but we
refused to accept it."
"Well, what officers are there in the Club?" inquired the Representative.
"Director, Property Man, President, First and Second Vice-Presidents, Treasurer. Secretary, and Board of Management, consisting of
five members. besides a committee of three to manage the plays."
"How many are there in the Club?"
"Oh, about eight."
"Mercy!" said our Representative.
Arms?"

"Have you a Sergeant-at-

"No, do you want to join?"
"I guess not for the present," replied the Representative.
do you do?"

"What

"Organize. principally," said the young lady.

"Sometimes we meet

and amend the constitution."
Our Rep. looked still more doubtful.
"Oh. do join." she rejoined.
"Our last set of by-laws were
perfectly dandy!"
"What are the dues?" inquired the Rep.
"The dues? Oh. They were two dollars entrance fee. and fifty
cents per semester. but I believe they were reduced to twenty-five cents
per semester and fifty cents entrance before they were annulled."
"Annulled? ..
"Yes. we decided not to have any dues at the last meeting."
"I believe I'll join." said the Rep.
He appeared shortly after at the Mirage office-and was dismissed.

The Alarm Clock
ot a move was heard, not a single sound,
As into his clothes he hurried,
ot a dorm boy enquired," ow where are you bound?"
As over the campus he scurried.
He reached the city and all was
still,
Not a sign of life in the street,
Until he observed with a
thrill

JOYOUS

A lonely cop on his beat.
He asked the "cop" in a thin, weak
tone,
"Please, sir, is it nearly eight?"
"You're drunk, young man; its
half past one,
Begone or I'll break your pate."
He tho't of th' alarm clock's hideous sound,
And he knew the Dorm boys' style.
"They put it fast or I'll be bound,"
As he trod the homeward mile.
Few and short were the things he said,
And he spoke not a word of sorrow,
But the while he tho't of his nice, soft bed
And planned revenge on the morrow.
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FIRE IN THE DINING HALL

TERRIBLE DISASTER
AVElnED

Fifty Students
WOULD HAVE

HAD TO GO HUNGRY
IF

THE DINING ROOM
HAD

BURNT DOWN
Special to the U. N. M. Wee/{IJ).
Last evening occurred what might have been the most terrible
disaster of the year.

The total number of human victims. had not the

tragedy been averted by an act of unparalleled bravery, would have
been four. but the exact number of feline victims has not yet been
ascertained.
At a late hour in the evenmg a bright flame was seen in the

..

VICinIty of the Dining Hall, by two of the inmates of Hokona.

Stop-

ping not for such conventionalities as hair ribbons and belts, but inspired by a love of their Alma Mater
they fled across the campus, screaming
and yelling, hoping thus to arouse the inmates of the Dining Hall.
earer and nearer they approached
the crackling blaze, harder and harder
they ran, until at last, worn out and
bruised beyond recognition by numerous
falls, they dropped down painting, on the
door of the Dining Hall and screamed
with their last breaths:
"Fire!!!
Help! ! '"
Aroused by this heart-rending alarm, a half dozen sheeted figures appeared upon the scene and with a tin cup, a stirring spoon, and a
sponge full of water, they started to quench the flames, which were
lighting the horizon. There at the rear of the hall they discovered the
source of the excitement and rushing up they were about to pour the
water they had so carefully carried when they saw, II !Vas the ash pile.
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The Elephant
The Circus came to town.

(It was on a Friday in September.

the Date really doesn't Matter.)

But the Dorm Boys were not

Game-that is. not as Game as they Might have been.
When it became Evident to the Girls that the Boys were not going to
Take them to the Show. great was their sorrow and Wrath, for the
Matron had put her Feet on any plan of the Girls to go by Themselves.
Hints. first gentle. finally most Direct and barefaced. failed to accomplish the desired Result, for it soon became apparent that those Chumps,
the Boys. would rather make sure of their Own good times. than Acquire
Merit by sacrificing themselves to Hokona.
Then did the Girls retire in Dudgeon to their Place. and plot schemes
of Vengeance. while the Boys went merrily forth to See the Fun.
Yet the Boys were not so utterly hard-hearted and Selfish as the
Foregoing might indicate. for after the Show was Over. and their steps
turned homewards. their thoughts turned also to the cheerless state of the
Girls they had Left. and they Longed to comfort them. Now. in the
Course of their previous remarks. the Girls had expiated on the Joys
of watching the Elephant. "Too bad we couldn't take the Elephant
home to them." sighed one Sympathetic youth. "Why. we can take
them an Elephant. if you other fellows are game." cried another.
When he propounded his scheme to the Boys it Seemed Good.
Next morning a Girl. accidentally awaking before breakfast time,
looked out of the Window, and lo! there before the house stood an
Elephant. full more natural than life!

At first she could scarcely be-

lieve the evidence of her Eyes. but looking closer. she beheld upon his

T rappings. the advertisement of a well-known merchant-and the
Truth dawned upon her. Confumatory evidence was furnished by the
Elephant's Companion. a tin Man of Sorts ( ?) .
How happily did the Boys gloat over their new adornment to the
campus as they passed on their way to Breakfast. Coming forth from
their frugal Repast. what was their astonishment-nay. more. they
were fairly Flabbergasted-to find the place so lately occupied by
their Pet now tenanted by Thin Air. What-when-how-yes. the
Girls had all been unusually late to Breakfast, but surely they could
not have the Vim to move that Elephant! But. if not the Girls, who?
Mystery of mysteries! Soon, suspicions were confirmed. and the Beast
definitely located at Hokana. But where, in Hokona? Surely the
Animal could not have been led up those winding stairs [ A secret
sear~h of the untenanted ground floor, however, brought no Quadruped
to light. Though discouraged for the moment. the Manly Spirit of
Kwataka was not to be broken! How Jumbo's stable was found,
none may tell. but at the same fateful Breakfast hour a short time
later. the Elephant was gently assisted down the stairs and across the
Campus. to be safely (?) locked up at Kwataka. Rejoicing. every
Boy departed for class-room. or lab.. as prescribed in the regular
Round of daily Duty. As they began to straggle back, about Assembly Time. the rumor wildly spread "The Elephant. he has Gone!" and
all too surely was the report verified. The Manner of his going was
not apparent. but the lock had assuredly been opened, and the Boys'
Pet. abducted.
Once more. then, did the Chase of the Elephant become the one
thought of the Kwatakans.
No easy task was it to Locate the
Pachyderm, now artfully hid away. Yet did Manly Wisdom and
valor at length prevail, and just one week after Jumbo had first come
up the hill. the Girls, going to Kwataka for the first Dorm Crowd

celebration. were greeted on their arrival at the Upper porch. by the
affable gaze and pleasant Smile of the Elephant himself!
But the Soys soon discovered that Having
hands is not. after all. without its Drawbacks.
Jumbo conspicuously and carelessly Exposed.
again Kidnap him. Hints in abundance did
drop. but all to no purpose!

an Elephant on your
Then did they leave
that the Girls might
they also not fail to

Did YOU ever have an Elephant on YOUR hands?

The Vegas Trip
HE TRIP of the basketball team to Las Vegas, will
long remain in the memory of those lucky individuals
whose good fortune it was to make that little excursion to foreign fields.
Every moment was chuck
full of fun and the good time ended only when the
recitations and lectures missed, had to be made up.
The excitement began at 1 o'clock on the morning that the trip began and
consisted in missing our star center, for when the train bearing the team
pulled out he had not yet put in an appearance. The train must have
presented an interesting sight as it pulled out of the station of the
metropolis that morning with the expectant faces of the members of the
team looking from every window to catch a glimpse of Heald, who
was expected every moment to appear sans teeth, hat, coat and break J
fast, even to the very. last moment. Alas he did not come, and the
team was driven to the expedient of indulging in crocinole to cheer up
its dampened spirits. At Bernalillo the patriarch made a sprint to the
telegraph office and sent a hurry-up telegram to the agent at Albuquer J
que to ship the delayed passenger on, by the first freight.
Las Vegas was at last reached, and strange to remark the inhabiJ
tants were found to speak the English language quite fluently, in fact,
so well that Senor Clancy blushed with shame as he remembered the
awful slams that he had given them on the way up. Quarters were
assigned to the team in the Y. M. C. A. Building and it has not
yet quite recovered from the ~hock of that visit. The name of the
restaurant which served as headquarters has quite escaped the writer.
and Berzher and Clancy both say that the only recollection of the
name that they have. is that it sounded something like Graceland. This
may be taken for what it is worth-not much.
The Patriarch shortly after the dinner had been dispatched, re-

membered that he had an appointment with a man who lived quite a
ways out of town, and of course, he couldn't ask any of the fellows to
go with him such a distance-of course not. Well, he must have
missed connections, because he came back looking rather disheartened
and still wearing his button-hole bouquet.
After the game, for it seems unnecessary to mention such a trivial
affair at any great length, the team repaired to a soda fountain and
restaurant and enjoyed a few sundaes and sandwiches at the expense of
one or two individuals, who endeavored in every way that they could
to make up for the defeat that they had given us. This is the sort of
men we like-they make you feel right.
Well we did go to bed that night and Clancy and Berzher were
the first at the breakfast. Some one told me that Berzher was a
married man, too. When the Limited came in from the United States
that noon, who should step from ~hat train but our old friend, Paul
Gilmore, the eminent actor.
Paul was right there with the goods,
asked us to come up to the house and have one on him, oh, he is the
putty, you see he has been at Yale. So we gave him some yells that
brought out the natives and then as our train pulled out, left him
standing there, hat off and head bared, Lee could not help saying
"Amen." That was just the finishing touch and shows what a Sunday
school training will do for a man.
On the down trip Bill was, oh, so sleepy and he went in to the
chair car to try to make up for that awful amount of sleep he had
missed. Well, he went to sleep all right and so one of his guardian
angels watched over him. This was Clancy and before he had completed the job, Bill looked more like a ballet dancer than anything
that occurs to me at present. Now, Bill is a good natured fellow,
but that didn't prevent him from getting some pretty cool glances from
the W. C. T. U., which was on board, even if he was not to blame.

And when Bill woke up-no, we'll drop the curtain on that painful
scene.
The conductor said that we would have to stop throwing that
basketball about in the car. He meant it, too, but everyone knows
how hard it is to hear spectators when you're playing basketball. We
did stop-after a time, and then began to sing. I don't know which
the conductor liked the most, but at any rate he left the car and returned in a moment with his old friend, the porter, to whom he gave
instructions to throw us out of the window the next time we threw that
ball. Pshaw, we didn't want to play ball anyway, we'd rather sing
songs with a point and so before Albuquerque was reached that conductor was telling us jokes about his own college days. That man is
too bright to work on a railroad, he ought to apply for the position of
Ambassador to the Court of St. James.

The Fire
'There had been a little talking during the afternoon upon the
possible effect upon Kwataka. should a fire break out. The massive
capitals and huge rough rafters were deemed an easy prey to the first
prowling flames. and the very stain evolved into a highly inflammable
substance. but these thoughts were far from Coss' mind when he retired
at an early hour. as was his wont. to bed.
At half past nine •'Tascher I s room" was teeming with plotters
from the various portions of the building, intent upon some devilish
undertaking, and their proceedure was so orderly and business-like
withal, that the uninitiated well might wonder what was "going on."
A large comforter was bro~'ght in and four stalwart strategists
~eized its four corners and practiced holding it firmly at an angle of

about twenty-live degrees, and about three feet from the floor. This
operation having been performed seemingly to the content of all,
two other fiends produced four feet of stout white tape which seemed
to pass inspection.
And while a g:)od sized kitchen zinc brought in from somewhere,
was being puttied up. another rogue was burning rags upon a dustpan,
which seemed to be startled at being put to use. At last a few remainmg snickers were repressed and silence held the patient company.
~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

Had Coss then been awake he might have seen a stocking-footed
angel enter his room silently and bend intently o'er his pillow as if for
knowledge that he slept quite soundly.
And when assured the
guardian withdrew and made announcement that the long-drawn snores
were the real thing.
Most tenderly the zinc was placed beside the cosy bed.

The icy

water it contained scarce rippled; the slumbering hero in the bed

scarce stirred-but all about the smell of smoke was thick, the smell of
something burning lilled the air.
Behold! Outside the window leap the flames. they flicker on the
wall. The cry of "Fire! We've got a lire! Wake up! Wake
up!" was heard and even as the leaping flame. leapt Coss, nor paused
he as he lit within the bath, but onward sprang. "Gee whiz, it's cold!,"
but this was on the run, he struck the tape stretched straight, and
through the door he spilled, linding at last a comforter.
Such was the lire.

The Revenge that Failed
Material had been superabundant for the Weekly that week. or
rather. that day. for the u. N. M. Weekly is usually prepared for
Articles of general interest and
perusal the day of publication.
news had been "piling in" pell mell, and the paper would no doubt
go to press in a very &hort while.
Ordinarily the poor editor would have accepted this situation with
resigned joyfulness. but on the particular Saturday the basketball
team was expected to return from Las Cruces with a glorious story of
victory that was to be the "lead article" that week.
Impatiently he paced the editorial rooms of the Morning Journal,
glancing alternately· at the clock and at a train schedule held in his

hand. Time was flying. The train must certainly have arrived and
yet no word from the team.
A customer entued ancl looked anxiously about for some one to
wait on him.

Now at that hour of the day the offices of the great daily are
often deserted for long periods of time at a time; and no one of the
regular force was present.
"Something, sir?" said the Weekly editor, stepping to the counter.
"Yes," snorted the gentleman in waiting. "I want to make a
complaint against those 'Varsity kids." (See end of article.)
"Indeed?"

The gentleman had the address and general bearing

of a Santa Fe conductor.
"I should say so.

I never saw such yelling in my life.

Coming

up on the Southern division all the way from Mesilla Park
fright couldn't hear themselves think!"
"Did they win the game?" inquired the newspaper man, cautiously.
don't believe they
"Hang it all, how'd I know
did. Roast them proper. Worse than a carload of steers all the
way up."
"Hum.

It must have been.

Was any effort made to put them of?"

"Lord, yes. Say that the conductor couldn't do anything with
them so they got the train master and he threatened to put them off.
Said he'd put them off at the next station."
"Well, well.

Did he?"

"NO.
He had to get off himself and they followed him to the hotel and yelled for him to come back. Roast 'em
good. Say they weren't satisfied with that; they started to take a
vote of the passengers whether they should get off. Give it tb them!"
"Is that alP"
"Yes, don't use my name.
"All right, good day."
"Good day."

You know what to do with it?"

The editor was chewing his pencil. He retired hastily to his dusty
sanctum. and soon the following paragraph was prepared for the
linotype machine:
"Cruces Heard From.
'Varsity Once More Victorious Over
Farmers. Close Game Is Report.-Just as we are going to press a
delayed telegram is received from
stating that the University won the intercollegiate game at Las Cruces. The Farmers
gave our men a close run, and they are much fatigued on their homeward journey. Details of the game other than the above cannot
possibly be given, except that all players were excellent and teamwork
lmparalleled. Following are the line-ups of both teams, list of officials.
etc.... all of which account was duly copied in the Morning Journal.
N. B.-Blank spaces stand for language too strong to make
impression oh the press.

The Duck Hunt
So-So had completed his day's work. So-So had eaten supper.
What could be done to while away the time? Why not a duck hunt?
The word had been spoken, the mischief done, so So-So attired in his
hunting costume(?) procured Duncan's air gun and laundry bag-for
the ducks-and hied himself to Kelly's room. Now, Kelly isn't easy.
but he is a pitifully trusting little fellow and moreover hails from
Ioway. Kelly eagerly joined So-So in the hunt and the pair started
for the Mesa Lakes. So-So now and then stopping with a soft "Hist!
What was that?" Kelly now held the gun and So-So was the guide.
but Kelly quickly dropped on his knees and placed his ear to the
ground to hear the ducks swimming. Having arrived at a certain spot
So-So told Kelly to wait there. keeping perfectly quiet while he went
on ahead to reconnoitre.

If the sun hadn't come up, Kelly would be waiting yet.

Due.."
----

THE"
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April Fool
Really it is a great day, religiously observed by students and
haughtily noticed by the Faculty. Now in some schools childish and
foolish tricks are perpetrated and laughed at, but such is not the case
at the 'Varsity. Most of the tricks are childish and foolish enough, but
quite often they are much too serious to be laughed at-especially by
the Faculty.
Somehow or other, this last April First seemed to escape the notice
of the student body and the general spirit of the hive was not as foolish
as it might have been. Yet we can say that one little affair was
"right there." We refer to "The Adventure of the Debate That Was
Not." The perpetrator has not yet been discovered, thanks to a
combination of education and devilishness.
April First fell on Monday and that morning, had there been any
spectators-and there were-two figures in black might have been seen
toiling up University Hill. They were preachers and bound on the
same mission, to act as judges in a debate that was to take place that
morning. They reached the Hill and reported for duty at the president's office.
President Tight, from behind the bars, asked what he could do
for the gentlemen and was asked what time the debate was to be held.
"Debate-Oh! yes," said Prexy, "I almost forgot. Prof. Crum
will give you all the particulars." So Prof. Crum was accosted.
"Debate," said he with the rising. inflection, suiting action to tone,
"Why, y, y, really I didn't know there was to be one."
Further inquiry revealed the fact that it was a hoax; that each of

the preachers had received a telephone message to act as a judge in a
debate and each had accommodatingly agreed to do so.
In the broiling rays of the noon-day. sun. had there been any spectators-and there were-two ligures in dusty black might have been
seen tOlling down University Hill.
Here endeth the First Lesson.

Chronicle
Aug. 20.--8chool began.
2I.-Dormitories nearly completed-will be
ready for occupancy next week.
22.-Flag rush.
23.-Khivas organize.
27.-Dramatic Club organize~.
28.-Prof. Cadby intl'rvil'wed about hi~ wife.
29.-Khi,·a plans to givl' a play.
':lO.-Circus came to to\\"n.
Miss Hick y made nC'quaintance or
chief clown.
A stl'ange man appeared on campus in
(rant of Girls' Dorm.
\-;('pt.

3.-Man in (I'ont Of Girls' DOI'm disappeared.
~ .-Dorm girls grief strickl'n.
~.-Dorm picnic.
Tillie has hysteric .
G.-Dol·mitorles nearly completed. Will bE'
l'l'ady for occupant·y next week.
7.-Dramatic Club organizes.
lO.-Coss came to Dorm.
Duncan's and Rwisher's miraculous escapl' from bandit~ on University
road.
1 I.-Dorm student« trying to get used to
mission chail's.

12.-Univer«ity picnic-.
Baldwin fa"ored crowd with vocal selection.
DOI'mitorles n arly completed. Will be
l'eady for occupancy next week.
17.-Girls all piked.
'L'illil' didn't pike.
Boy« nctl'd as Governol"S escort.
Girls went, too.

EMil

18.-Three days holiday to let Cherub catch
up in history.
19.-Vacalion.
20.-Vacatlon. Dragon choked on confettI.
21.-Vacatlon.
22.-Cherub flunked in history.
25.-Heald-Hubbs corporation organized.
26.-Dormitories nearly completed. Will be
ready for occupancy next week.
27.-Prof. Espinosa gave his annual lecture
on Spanish literature.
28.-Khiva selects "Snobson's Stag Party"
for their play.
Oct.

I.-Two and 'h biscuits left over at Dorm
breakfast.
Had apple dumplings for dinner.
2.-Dormitories nearly completed. Will be
ready for occupancy next week.
4.-AII girls in back row in Assembly suffel'
from bad colds.
5.-Dramatic Club organizes.
7.-Had strawberry hash fOl' supper at
Dorm.
8.-'Varslty girls vs. A. I. S., 28-16.
9.-Pound instituted.
lO.-Scarcity of text-books.
Lost adv. on bulletin board.
11.-Dormitories nearly completed.
12.-Estrellas expect to give a program.
13.-Prof.
Cadby
contemplates
getting
screen to put between boys and
girls in Geometry.
H.-Faculty books disappeal·.
Faculty indignant.
15.-Coss and Swisher given front seats in
Assembly.
17.-Prof. Weinzirl recognizes two student~
in the street.
23.-Faculty's books still missing.
Facnlty more indignant.

2:;.-A. T. S. GirlR "S. 'Val'sity, 6-25.
2'.-Dol·mitories completed! ! ! !
29.-HaJlowe'en-Boys' first experience "'ith
tumble weeds.
30.-Faculty books missing yet.
Faculty still more indignant.
1.-Khiva rehearsing 1'01' "Snohson's Stag
Party."
3.-Duncan spilled cake on flOor.
~.-Didn'l have cake for suppe,' al the foot
table.
5.-Didn·t ha\'e cake COr supper at the foot
table.
6.-Had cake again at foot table fOr supper.
7.-Theta Jone~ elected Theta of Kappa
Deltas.
S.-Dramatic Club organizes.
10.-Albert Clancy knew his EngliS'h.
14.-Khi"" I'ehea l'sing for "SnobRon's Stag
Party."
l6.-Prof. Cadby telTified; receives threatening Jettel' fl'om Rincon.
17.-Estrellas plan to give a program.
I S.-lda and Isabel \\'ent to church.
I B.-PI·of. Cadby mOre tenitied; receives
another thl'eatening letter from
Paris.
21.-:\1 i"s Huggett I'eceiyes threatening letter from Scotland.
22.-Estrellas planning to give program.
23.-PI'of. Cadby reeeh'es threatening letter
from Japan.
24.-Senior-Freshman debate for cabbage.
Seniors got a head of the Freshmen .
.-Frank Light called on Caroline Asplund.
Grover Emmons R.sted as nurse maid
fOr Mrs. Angell.
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26.-Faculty books di:'.\coveted ill pound.
Facu Ity broke.
28.-Fire in Dining Hall.
Dec. I.-President forbids anyone to eat lunch
on campus.
3.-Freshmen enjoy lunch on campus.
4.-Prof. Asplund will probably be suspended.
5.-Had hash short cake for supper.
9.-Coss ga\'e away his marbles at supper.
ll.-Frank Light alTested for sending
threatening letters to Faculty.
12.-Frank Light's trial set for Dec. 18.
14.-Team went to Vegas.
Miss Hickey
went, too.
L. V. H. S., 19; 'Varsity, 26.
15.-Team came home from Vegas.
Miss Hickey glad to get home.
1i.-Football banquet. WaIteI' got enough
to eat.
l8.-Coss geets ticl{ets fol' MUl'I'ay & Maclc
20.-Khiva presents "Snobson's Stag Pal'ty."
21.-Estrellas planning to give progl'am.
22.-Vacation.
7.-School began.
n.-Fire in Boys' Dorm.
10.-Frank Light·s trial postponed.
l1.-Tl'ig Class waiting for books.
13.-Pl'of. Cadby makes sensational appeal'ance on Campus in dressing gown.
16.-Skating poor,
17,-Professors pleased with attendance at
classes.
20.-Fl'ank Light released from confinement.
His trial postponed.
21.-Uni\'el'sity students terl'ol'ized by eal'thquake.
22.-Tillie changed her name-to l\1athide.
23.-Message to Gal'cia expected.
25,-E\'elyn appeal'ed in Assemtly.

26.-Janet moved up to the Dorm.
27.-Path appearS betweerl boys 'and girls'
Dorm.
30.-Gordon and Isabel have not torn their
napkins this mClrlth.
Feb. I.-Rumor atloat that President will inspect Dormitories Monday.
2.-Dorm students absent from classescleaning house.
3.-Dorm students still absent-sUlJ cleanihg house.
4.-President did not inspect the Dormitories.
5.-0ne member of Dramatic Club paid his
dues.
6.-Dolores I05t h~r shoes.
Dolores wears rubbers to Geometry
class.
7.-9:50. Lecture on tardiness and absence from AS5embly.
10:20. Profs. Asplund and Espinosa
enter Assembly Hall. (Applause.)
S.-Boys· second experience with tumble
weeds.
9.-Terrible tlre in Boys' Dorm.
ll.-Trig Class waiting for books.
13.-Heavenly quartet makes Lenten resolutions:
lda resolves to give up studying.
Isabel resolves to give up encouraging the boys to play cards
on Sunday.
F.dith resolves to gi\'e up going to
church.
Janet resolves to get up in time for
breakfast.
H.-Estrella program to be given soon.
15.-Prexy interviewed Isobel, Janet and
Edith in the office.
16.-L. V. H. S. vs. 'Varsity, 5-15.
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17.-Chet"ub studied fot· half an hour.
20.-Kelly had·a bath thrust upon him.
22.-Faculty wins baseball game.
23.-Isobel wins six ice cream sodas.
24.-Isobel visits six soda fountains
25.-Isobel was absent from classes today.
26.-Coss had his Spanish lesson.
27.-Prof. Espinosa ill from nervous shock
received the 26th.
Mar. 4.-Trig. class waiting for books.
5.-Coss receives donation of antique eggs
through windo\\".
6.-Ralph excited-shaved the looking
glass.
H.alph and Janet went to church.
7.-Boys' third experience with tumble
weed.
Third fh"e in boys' Dorm.
9.-Estrellas expect to give a program.
12.-Dorm boys broke a mission chair.
14.-Trig. class waiting for books.
15.-Janet gave the Dorm. girls the slip.
17.-"United Ot"del" of Mustache Growers"
started.
Membership-H.oss and Keller.
IS.-Dorm. girls cleaned house.
20.-Prof. Asplund delivered his annual address on Papyrus and Pal·chment.
21.-Firm of Hubbs & Heald still incorpOl'ated.
22.-Estrellas planning for a program.
23.-President Tight's lecture on Spooning.
Spooning positively forbidden on campus.
24.-Chas. Benjamin came up the hill ti see
May Hazeldine.
Lillian and Albert spent the morning
alone in Assembly HaJl.
Ralph and Janet seen strolling around
the track.

Kenneth and Jean occupied the south
steps of the Science Hall this afternoon.
Edith and Chas. spent noon hour 011 the
reservoir steps.
Jess and Chester cut trig. and spertt the
period in the Arbor-theatre.
Vera and Baldwin reserved the catalogue room for a private study.
'Walter and Dolores studied Climatology
from the roof of the Science Hall.
Hebe and Will butted in on Jess and
Chester in the Arbor-theatre.
Kate and Josh spent the afternoon in
the parlor of the dining hall.
Ethel and Frank spent the noon hour
on the west steps of the Science
Hall.
27.-Message to Garcia expected.
A pro
I.-Had a square meal at the Dormitory.
2.-Corners of square meal caused some
annoyance.
3.-Estrellas expect to give a program.
15.-Trig. class waiting for books.
17.-Tillie resoves to give up all frivolity
and settle down to work next year.
19.-Reported that Frank Light was seen
talking to a girl.
May 2.-Rumor circulated that Frank Light
called on a girl.
3.-Above rumor denied by reliable party.
fi.-E. D. C. reforms and resolves to attend
"hurch regularly the rest of the
summer.
10.-Commencement.
Trig. class gives up expecting books.
June 20.-Mirage gets out.
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<!1olll'giatl' l!Il'partllll'lIt
Four years' collegiate work leading
to the B. A. degree.
<iralhmtl' llll'partllll'ut
«.U Work offered is special lines leading
to advanced degrees.
iElIgilll'rring i1l'pnrtlllrllt
Offering in 1907-1908 the first two
years of a four-year course in
Mechanical, Civil, Electrical and
Mining Engineering.
NOrlllnllll'pnrhnrllt
q One year of professional work is required in addition to the four years'
academic course or its equivalent.
J\rabrmir i1l'pnrlllll'llt
Four years' preparatory work leading
to a diploma that will admit the
holder to all first-class Universities
in the United States.
(J1ulIlIllrrrinl lllrltartul1'ltl
q This department exacts the full four
years' work required for the completion of one of the academic courses,
with substitution of commercial
branches.
Board and Room ~t the University DormItory at reasonabl e rates. For further information address the President.
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Quality the Best

Suits Made to Measure
Style and fit Guaranteed

Friedberg
Brothers

M[ATS

Up-ta-Date Hats
and Furnishings
FOR 8V1EN & 'BOYS
Mail Orders Solicited

BARNETT

{'rices Right

WM.

FINE

BUILDING

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

CHAPLIN

FOOTVVEAR

119 W. R. R.

AVE., ALBUQUERQUE

STOVES

FURNITURE

w.

V. FUTRELLE
Cor. Coal and 2nd

WHOLESALE and RETAIL

CARPETS

DRAPERIES

F. J. Houston C0l11panu
205 W. RAILROAD AVE:.

stationery, Office

I~ODAI~

..

upplies, KOOal,s, sporting Goods
and Typewriters

flNI HING ..

IN

..

OUR .. OW

.. SHOD

you Will Save Time and Money by Sending Your Orders to ...

GRUNSFELD BROTHERS
Wholesale Dry Goods, Notions, Boots, Shoes
Domestics, Furnishing Goods, Etc.
NEW YORK OFFICE; 145-151 Green Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

P I A NOS

Chickering Brothers, Bush & Lane, Schiller, Schaff Brothers

VTCTOR-EDISON

Talking Machines and Records

Small Instruments, Sheet Music
Bed values in rvery lin£., most comobh stock in th~ EouthNC'St, ani turns
which have earned fur us the. tit1~. by which we: are: popularly known,

206
W. Gold Ave.

" The Square Music Dealers"

LEARNARD & LINDEMANN
STETSON

H'ATS

STEIN BLOCH CLOTHES

All roads lead to :: :: ••

t. I. WASflBLJIlN CO.'S
THE ONE PRICE CLOTHIERS OF

ALBUQUERQUE
WALKOVER SHOES
PARAGO

PANTS

Albuquerque,
N. M.

IDqr 'qnlngrapqa
IN THIS A NUAL WERE NEARLY ALL MADE BY

'rutiiuglnu
& maut5
The work ,peaks for itself. All who have their work done
at our STUDIO are pleased. And it plea.., U5 to plea.. all.
~rl1Ul\ll JJlluor ~lllllit1, 309 lUnd iluilruull AIIL',

THE HARSCH
BOTTLING

WORKS
ESTABLISHED 1886

-BOTTLERS OF--

COYOTE
SPRINGS MINERAL
Water, Soda, Etc.

PLAN A LlFE-TIME
OF PLEASURE .....
Get one of our everlasting vehicles,
harnesses and saddles. Best
quality, lowe~t prices.

]. KORBER & CO,
ALBUQUERQUE

-

-

EW MEXICO

212 No"h 2nd Street, Albuquerque

The Two Merchants
(Cy Deeply.)
0, there was a jolly merchant,
And he kept a jolly shop,
And all the people passing by
Would always want to stop.
They bought of him their bread and beans,
Their peaches and their pears,
Potatoes, caramels and creams,
In short, most all their wares.
I asked him how it could be so,
Asked him the wheres and whys,
He chuckled to himself and said,
"It's this--I advertise."
He had a rival 'cross the way,
Who kept a rival store,
Upon his counters there was must,
. And cobwebs in the door.
And all the people passing by
Were buying of his neighbor,
And nothing ever came his way,
In spite of all his labor.
"What makes the people act that way?"
The merchant often sighs.
I chuckle to myself and say,
"He does not advertise."

PAY DAY

What Does It Mean to You?
No matter what your position may be, whether day laborer
or office manager, if you are in that discouraged line of men who
get the same pittance week after week without prospect of
anything b~tter, it is time you appealed to the International Correspondenc~ Schools.
For 15 years they have been qualifying
dissatisfied workers for better positions and higher salaries. No
matter what your circumstances are, they will qualify YOU for
a better position, a higher salary, and a safe future. The way is
plain, easy, and sure for earnest men. It puts you under no
obligation to find out how we can do this for you. Simply send
us a postal card requesting information. State the occupation
you wish to rise in. Can you afford to neglect an opportunity
for advancement?

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 799, SCRANTON, PA,

E. S. PARKER. Representative. Room

I. ArmijJ Building. Address Box 40. Albuquerque. N. M.

I Have Notused
(Cy Deeply.)

I h've notice lots a knockin' 'nd complainin' in m' time,
'Nd I've heard a sight a growlin' in m' day,
'Nd I've saw a lot of fussin', cause th' world's a up hill climb,
"Nd a kickin' at th' stones along th' way-.
But a few folks I h've notused that're not inclined to frown
'T th' steepness 'n th' roughness of th' road,
'Nd refuse by cares 'nd troubles t' be deeply weighted down,
But w'th smiles of joy boost up their weary load.
'Nd these fellers I h've notused find th' sun is shinin' fair,
"Nd they catch th' smile of daisies in th' fields,
'Nd they like t' smeII th' perfume of th' flowers on th' aIr,
'Nd, by jing, they 'preciate their daily meals.
But the fellers th't 're kickin' you will most allus find.
Never kick away th' pester'n cobble stones,
And when they're dead 'nd buried, the folks theY' leave behind
Never seem t' worship at their bones.
So my friend if you'll listen, 'n better still'll see
How it's best along this pathway to advance,
I b'lieve on this condishun, you'll quite agree w'th me,
'Nd'I\ smi-ul 'nd be thankf'l Vr th' chance.

The Ideal Store ·Co.
LEON HERTZOG, Mgr.
216 West Railroad Ave.

INTERCOLLEGIATE BUREAU Of
ACADEMIC COSTUME
COTREll

Albuquerque, N. M.

&

LEONARD

ALBANY, NEW YORK

HIGH GRADE AND
UP-TO-DATE

Mal<ers of

CAPS,
GOWNS,

SHOES

HOODS,

Fa,,: Men, Boys, Women
and Children

to the America!) Universities from the flt(antic to the Pacific.
Reliable SerVice

EVERY PAIR GUARANTEED

Bulletin,

etc., upon request

In Every CJJepartment of Banking

The State f}{ational Bank
OF ALBUQUERQUE

is prepared to serve you
in an acceptable manner
O. N. MARRON, p,.esident

}. B. HERNDJN, Vice-PJesident
R. H. COLLIER, Cashiu

WM. FARR, Vice-p,.esident

CJ{,OY 8VIaJONAL'D, Asst. Cashiu
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A thoroly wide- awake paper, publ~shed entirely by Students of the
University of New Mexico. .JI. Sub scription. $1 ,00 a year.
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ADVERTISING RATESI

City Office Hahn'. Coal Yard.

ON

APPLICATION.

City Office Albuquerque Steam Laundry.

®ak Jarlnr iarhrr @Jqnp
1lIlI. Iff. :§witnr. iJroprtrtor
STEAM HEATED BATH ROOMS
207 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

I

I

ffifontezuma crrust CO.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
l,l.l·'ll~lt",,,,,,, 11"""""I.I,.,I"'~lllll"I"'tl "~,I
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CAPITAL AND SURPLUS, $100,000
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l~terest Allowed on Saving Deposits

GO TO THE

Albuquerque ~~
~ ~ Lumber Co.

A.

FOR

~

HAYDEN

Contrador and
'Builder •••••••

Glass, Paints, Rex Flintkote Roofing

4/2 W.

Copp~' A'V~.

Atbaqcurqfu, N. M.

AND ALL KINDS OF BUILDING
MATERIAL
Firat and Marqu£tte.

Albuquerque, N. M.

The Wagner Hardware Co.
PLUMBERS
32£-323 Railroad Avenue.

~

TINNERS
Albuquerque, New Mexico

AGENCY FOR THE MAJESTIC RANGES
WHOLESALE AND RET AIL DEALERS IN

China and Glassware, Saddles and fiarness
Stoves and Ranges, House Furnishings
Shelf and Heavy Hardware. ~ ~ ~
Phone 462

WHENEVER you hear the word" Swastika ..
you think of the Benham Indian Trading
Company --- or ought to --- because we were largely
instrumental in making this little emblem of good
fortune popular throughout the country
We carry an immense line of Swastikas of various kinds;
also Bracelets. Rings, Spoons and other articles ornamented
with the Swastika.

We have remodelled our store and

filled it with the finest stock of Curios and novelty goods ever
shown in the Southwest.

CORNER

RAILROAD

AVENUE

AND

FIRST STREET

THE BIG INDIAN STORE
OFF,CERS AND DiRECTORS
W. S. SMcklu, VIce P-esident and Cashter
Solomon LanaI P~sid~nf
W.].)ohnson, Asst. Cash'r
]. C. Baldridge
W,lIiam Mclntosh
George Arnol
A. M. Blackwell
O. E. Crom'Wl!lI

With cAmpll eMeans ana UnsuT1Jassea Facilities

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
OF ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
Extends to CJ)epositofs Every Proper Accommodation and Solicits 8'(ew cAccounts

CAPITAL, $150,000.00
Depository for the cA. T. & S. F. Railway

WHITE PINE
MANUFACTURED BY THE

AMERICAN LUMBER CO.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

WE MAKE
Bevel Siding, Doors, Sash, Moulding, Dimension and
ALL

K~~~~ AND

FR..UIT BOXES

Go

TO

THE:::::::::::::::---

HicRoX-Ma~l\ard

Jewelrv CO.

AT THE

"ARCH FRONT"
I 15 Soutl, second 'street
THERE YOU WILL FIND A

CHOICE SELECTION OF

Sterling Silver, Cut Glass, Hand Painted Cl'ina. Diaillons,
Gold and Filleel Watcl,es
ND THE "LATEST" ALWAYS IN JEWELRY

J. H. O'Reilly Drug Co.
H. E. FOX, Secretary and Manager
CORNER SI!:COND STREET AND
ALB U QUE R QUE

::

::

::

RAILROAD AVeNUE
::

NEW

M E X I C 0

The busie t Drug Hou e between Denver and
Los Angeles. Special attention given to Mail
Orders.
The
Prescriptions carefully compounded.
Purest and Freshest Drtlgs always on hane!' No
old stale good~.
WE HAVE LATELY REMODELLED OUR FINE STORE AND IN
OUR ICE CREAM AND SODA DEPARTMENT CAN NOW
ACCOMMODATE FIFTY PEOPLE AT ONE SITTING.

We carry the finest and most complete line of
Fine Toilet Preparations in New Mexico.

o.

A. Matson & Co.

CATER TO THE UNIVERSITY TRADE
Albuquerque's

Leading

Stationery Store

Newspapers and Perodicals.
Eastman Kokads and
Photographic Supplies.
Stationery.
School and Blank Books.
Office Supplies.
Reading mailer of all sorts.
Hand Painted China.
Rich Cut Glass.
Hammocks.

Post Cards.

Tally Cards.

Dinner Cards.

Sporting Goods.
Playing Cards.

Pic/ures.

Bronze Ware.
Crepe Paper.

Tissue Paper.

Draftsman Supplies.
Etc.

BARNETT BUILDING

Etc.

WHOLESALE ANI) RETAIL

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

O. A. Matson & Co.

J. A. SKINNER
Dealer in

Staple and Faf)cy Groceries
=PHONE60=

116 West Gold Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.

= = J . C. BALDRIDGE==
DEALER IN

Lumber, Sash, Doors, Glass, Paint, Cement, Plaster
P. & B. Paper and Malthoid Roofing
423 South First St.

Tohnson's Wood CJJyes and Floor Wax

The Monarch 6rocery Co.
=====THEHOMEOF=====

Monarch Pure food Products
GUNS, RIFLES, REVOLVERS, AMMUNITION
FISHING TACKLE. BASE BALL, FOOT BALL, GOLF, TENNIS, ATHLETIC
GOODS, UNIFORMS

AND

SPECIAL

A

GENERAL

PRICES

THE pETERS ARMS

=

&

SPORTING GOODS

LINE

TO

OF SPORTSMENS' SUPPLIES

STUDENTS

@.

CINCINNATI, OHIO

.!\lbuqurrqur UJrarttnu QInmpauy
SOMETHING Doing all the Time
at Traction Park and Casino
PROMPT

AND

CAREFUL

SERVICE

1\lbuqurrqur IDrarttnu QInmpauy

w.

/luning & Connell

J. Patterson
ftED AND

GENERAL

LIVERY STABLE

M~KCffANDIS~

311 " 313 West Si/y.:r Ayenue

Los Lunas, New Mexico

Alb~querqueJ

New Mexico

Our Dainty Shoes
cAnd Oxforcfs in Patent Kidl Vici Kid and Gun Metal are the
proper t/zing for graduating exercises. T/zey fit perfectly,
?:bear ?:bell and our prices are very reasonable.

C. May's Shoe Store,

3/4 West Railroad Avenue

cA good place to buy your Lunch • • •

Jaffa Grocery Co.
II

Good Things to Eat"

GROCERS AND BAKERS
PHONES 31 and 31

G-EnIN~ UP ,tiE MIRf\H.

PHON ES:
OFFIC~

::::

RESIDENCE

::

75
506

f. fi. Strong
furniturt and

«nd~rtaking
Jllbuqutrqut,

SUCCESSOR TO O. W, STRONG'S SONS

n. m.

ZEIGER RESTAURANT
FIRST CLASS MEALS

PRIV A TE PARTIES A SPECIALTY
104 N. 2na Street

Phone 499

eSTAIHISHED Ili92

Glub and College Pins and Rings.
Gold. Silver and Dronze Medals
Diamonds. Walches. Jewelry.

STEPHEN LANE FOLGER
Manufacturing Jeweler
1110 BlmADWAY

--

--

--

NEW YORK

The Reliance Electric {3 Construction Co.
Incorporated

CAPIfAL STOCK. $20.000.00

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS
208 J-2 West Gold <:Avenue
cALBUQUERQUE,

-

-

61'{EW

-

Phone J3J
!!MEXICO

Albuquerque Morning Journal
A Live Newspaper Published Every Day in the Year
By the J 0 URN AL rUB LI S" I NG COM rAN Y

The Morning Journal serves its readers with
the full leased 'ibire service of the Associated Press,
the greatest telegraphic news service on earth--over
our own private wire.
The Morning Journal covers all the ne'ibs of
8(ew tMexico and cArtzona.
The Morning Journal co'Pers the local fieM.
The Moming Journal is a CJ(epuhlican newspaper. But its editorial policy is the policy of the
Square Deal."
II

The Journal Publishing Company

DOES COMMERCIAL PRINTING
THIS VOLUME IS A SAMPLE. WORK DONE BY THE]OURNAL
PUBLISHiNG COMPANY IS GUARANTEED TO BE RIGHT

Jay A. Hubbs

Geo. D. Sw..~aDd

W. E. Grimmer

HUBBS LAUNDRY COMPANY I
I WHITE WAGONS I
Gloss 0' CDomestic Nnish • . Fi,st Class Wo,k and P,ompt "Delccvery

CORNER COAL AND SECOND

BROADWAY GROCERY
EDGAR

COLO. PHONE REO 241

BASS.

PROP.

COR. HIGHLAND AND BROADWAY

AUTO. PHONE: 501

~s tobllshe<l

111M

Albuquerque foundrY & Maclline \VorRs
R. P. HALL, Prop.

GENER~L

FOUNDRY 74ND MACHINE WORKS
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

COrrespondence Solicited

Eureka White Lime

,J&

,J&

Mill Wood

COKE

,J&

,J&

Kindling

,J&

w. H. HAHN

,J&

Building Supplies

8\ CO.

AMERICAN BLOCK COAL
Anthracite and Bituminous Coal

~

~

Wholesale and Retail

ALBUQUERQUE'S

EXCLUSIVE

OPTICIANS
BEBBER OPTICAL CO .
.
H. P. RAABE

W. E. MAUGER

Raabe & Mauger
HARDWARE
Ranch Supplies and Crockery

115 N. First Street

Albuquerque, N. M.

Laaies' Long Silk ana Taffeta Gloves, in black 01' white,
at $1.00, $1.25, $1.35, $1.50 ana $2.00 the pair.

Tltt RA eKtT
D. II. BOATIlIGIIT

- -

r=
HIGHLAND
~

TIfE MONEY-SA VIN6 STOllE OF
ALBUQUEIlQUE

Gold Ave, and 2nd St,

~

THE

PHARMACY

OCCIDENTAL

BUILDING

II

PROFESSIONAL

EDWARD B. CRISTY

PITT ROSS

County Surveyor
LAND ATTORNEY

ARCHITECT OF

U. N. M. Dormitories, Heating Plant
and Hadley Hall

Land Scrip
For Sale

Albuquerque. N. M.

Room 27 N. T. Amijo Building

J. L. LA DRIERE

J. R. FARWELL,
Albuquerque Eastern Ry.

New Mexico's
Leading Architect

N. T. Armijo Bldg., Albuquerque

BARNETT BLDG.• ALBUQUERQUE

CHIEF ENGINEER

DR. L. G. RICE

F. W. SPENCER & CO.

Rooms 19·20
Barnett Bldg.

ALBUQERQUE,

Telephone 5S5

Architects
.M.

Automatic Phone %2

EDMOND J. ALGER

Dentist

ALBUQUERQUE.N.M.

ESlablished since 1889

L. H. CHAMBERLIN, D.D.S.

Dentist
Office in Cromwell Block

306 WEST RAILROAD AYE.

JULIUS E. KRAFT

Dental Surgeon
Crown and Bridge Work a Specialty
Rooms 2 and 3 Barnell Bldg.

ALBUQUERQUE :: NEW MEXICO

DR. ERWIN

Dentist
BARNETT BUILDING

PROFESSIONAL

FELIX H. LESTER

Attorney at Law

SUMMERS BURKHART

Rooms 5 and 7

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BLDG.

FRANK W. CLANCY

Attorney at Law

E. L. MEDLER

116 S. 4th St., Albuquerque, N. M.

H. B. FERGUSSON

W. B. CHILDERS

Attorney at Law
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

E. V. Chavez

A. A. Sedillo

Attorney at Law
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.

George S. Klock

H. P. Owen

CHAVEZ & SEDILLO

KLOCK & OWEN

Attorneys at Law

Attorneys

Room 8 Grant Block, Albuquerque

315 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque

J. STAAB

HICKEY & MOORE

Attorney at Law

Attorneys at Law

CROMWELL BLOCK. ALBUQUERQUE

BARNETT BUILDING

The Senior
(Cy Deeply.)
Farewell to college sweethearts.
Farewell to friendships dear,
Farewell to all my brightened days.
Commencement's drawing near.
Soon in that icy boundless world,
My tender bark I'll steer,
On that relentless. clammy seaCommencement's drawing near.
Commencement week is drawing on,
Exams I keenly fear,
And I am cramming night and dayCommencement's drawing near.
And long I've burned the midnight wire.
And now I drop a tear.
For all my friends I'll leave behindCommencement's drawing near.
Exams at last I must begin.
And sit I waiting here.
It's hard of course to do it whenCommencement time is near.
Commencement time has come and gone,
The world is sad and drear;
cannot say farewell. dear friends,
I'll see you all next year.

1Jiratrrnitirn fromo~
WE MAKE FRIENDS
With our Labor Saving Loose Leaf Devices, because they help over the rough
places in the office work.

MANY WEARY HOURS
Of labor can be saved by the use of Special Ruled Blank Books.

We make

them in all shapes, sizes and kinds of binding~.

WE CAN IMPROVE
The appearance of your Library by binding your Magazines in an attractive style.

1A1. §. 14itqgOlU
iSllllkhtubru

&: QIO.
1Jllurttal iSuUbtug

- - - H U G H J. TROTTER---W. L. HAWKINS---

TROTTER 8\ HA WKINS
THE LARGEST AND THE BEST LIGHTED
GROCERY AND MEAT MARKET IN THE CITY
None but the best meat cutlers and solicitors employed, and any order entrusted
to them is assured of having the very best attention.
We are exclusive agents for BATAVIA PURE FOOD GOODS
and CLOVER LEAF BUTTER, guaranteed absolutely pure
and healthful.
.J1.
.J1.
.J1.
.J1.
.J1.
Mail Orders filled the same day they are received. Our Four Delivery Wagons
are at your disposal. Your patronage solicited.
PHONES: GROCERY DEPT., 44

MEAT DEPT., 524

TROTTER 8\ HAWKINS
109 AND III NORTH SECOND STREET

GENUINE

INDIAN and MEXICAN HANDICRAfT
E ARE THE LARGEST retailers
in the world of genuine Indian
and
Mexican
handicraft,
selling
through the mails.
We are headquarters for genuine Navajo Indian
blankets, Mexican drawn work, Mexican sombreros and Indian
and
Mexican silverware.
As a sample, send to us
for a 'l8 -:nch solid ilver
hand-made Swastika stick
pin, prepaid by mail 25
cents: same turquoise set
35 cents; 9-16-inch brooch 35 cents;
same tUTl:!uolse set 50 cents.
OUI' 84-page art Catalogue is the
most complete publication of Indian
and Mexican handicraft issued. Sent
anywhere for 6 cents to partly pay
cost Of mailing.

W

SOLD
[XCLUSIV[LY
BY

THE FRANCIS E. LESTER COMPANY
Mesilla Park. New Mexico

E, W, FEE
BORDERS

THE: (UT#S
IN THIS BOOK
WERE MADE BY THE

MTRIC QIY ~6RAVIN6 @.
BUF-FALO,N.Y~.

ALBERT FABER
308--310 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N. M .
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Headquarters for furniture, Carpets, Bedding, Draperies and Curtains
We carry the Largest Stock of Housefurnishings in the Southwest.
As we handle everything in carload lots, our Prices are the Lowest.
MAIL

ORDERS

HAVE

OUR

BEST

AND

PROMPT

ATTENTION

WHITNEY COMPANY
1-1ARDWARE

1_ _-

THE LARGEST STOCK WEST OF KAf'SAS CITY

Stoves, Range and House Furnishings
Plumbing, Heating and Tinning
Coli and see our
Handsome Plumbing Disploy Room

113-115-117 S. First Street
401-403 N. Firat Street

